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A study has been performed to evaluate automatic switching of the
 
Shuttle Orbiter S-Band Quad Antennas by the Orbiter on~board
 
computers. The study involved the development and use of an
 
extensive computer program to determine antenna switch position states
 
as a function of time for various orbital activities. The selection
 
of the optimum Quad Antenna element at any given time is based on
 
the look angle to the appropriate Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
 
(TDRS). This study shows that a 2.4 second period is required for
 
updating the S-Band Quad Antenna switch state based on a maximum
 
roll rate of 20 per second. The possibility of a variable update
 
period is suggested since the 20 per second attitude rate is
 
seldom encountered and would, for example, dictate approximately
 
248,000 on-board computer calculations during Reference Mission 2.
 
The average number of antenna switch state changes was found to be
 








The purpose of this report is to evaluate the antenna switching
 
characteristics of the S-Band Quad Antennas for a typical Shuttle
 
mission. This information is needed in order to assess the required
 
update period(s) for the S-Band Quad Antenna switch from the
 
associated Shuttle Orbiter computer.
 
Background information is given in Section II in order to explain the
 
operation of the S-Band Quad Antennas, the antenna switch and the
 
associated Shuttle Orbiter computer interfaces. This is followed by
 
Section III which contains a summary-of attitude and trajectory
 
profiles of Reference Mission 2 with 3 options. Section IV describes
 
the operation of the ground-based Fortran computer programs used to
 
simulate automatic switching and mission activity, and this is followed
 
by Section V which gives the results of the computer runs which were
 
made at the Johnson Space Center. Finally, in Section VI the results
 
of the computer runs are combined with the trajectory and attitude
 
profiles to evaluate antenna switching characteristics for Reference
 








The S-Band Quads consist of four separate antennas mounted 900 apart
 
near the surface of the Shuttle Orbiter (See Figure la.).
 
The antennas provide communication between the Shuttle Orbiter and
 
the ground either directly or via a synchronous Tracking and Data
 
Relay Satellite (TDRS). In both cases the S-Band Quad Antennas may
 
be switched separately by manual or automatic selection. In the
 
automatic selection mode real-time calculations are performed by Orbiter
 
on-board computers to determine the "optimum" antenna. This selection
 
is based on the antenna coverage and the line-of-sight look angle
 
between the Shuttle Orbiter and appropriate TDRS or ground station.
 
For the purpose of this study each Quad Antenna was assumed to have
 
a preferred pattern in a particular roll quadrant. It should be noted
 
that the performance of each Quad Antenna is specified with the
 
antenna mounted on a minimum ten (10) wavelength diameter ground plane
 
(Reference 1) which is covered by an appropriate thermal protection
 
system (TPS). Each antenna has a +3dB or better gain defined over a
 
140 x 900 ellipse-shaped beam. The gain is referenced to a
 
circular isotropic level; however, as was pointed out in Reference 2 the
 
specification does not guarantee a perfect isotropic level since the
 
word "perfect" is omitted. This may be corrected by inserting the
 
word 'perfect" in the specification or by specifying the antenna
 
efficiency. The antenna patterns for the Quad Antennas mounted on
 
the Shuttle Orbiter will be somewhat different from those on the circular
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at each Shuttle Orbiter location. Yet, until accurate patterns are made, 
it is very reasonable to assume that "optimum" coverage is obtained
 
in the appropriate roll quadarant. For example, if the line-of-sight
 
look angle between the Shuttle Orbiter and a TDRS is in the roll
 
quadrant between the +Y and -Z axes the upper right (UR) antenna is
 
selected. For look angles in the -Z/-Y quadrant the upper left is
 
selected, etc. An illustration of the Shuttle Orbiter coordinate system
 
is found in Reference 3 and is redrawn in Figure 1 to define the roll
 
angle (1), the pitch angle (9)and the yaw angle ( T ). The reference
 
points for roll, pitch and yaw are not given in Reference 1; therefore,
 
for the purpose of this report the 00 roll angle is referenced to the
 
-7 axis, the 00 pitch is referenced to the +X axis and the 0'yaw is
 
referenced to +X axis. It should be noted that a unique line-of-sight
 
look angle is defined by specifying any two attitude angles and the
 
sequence. For example, a yaw of 300 and a pitch of 300 would correspond
 
to a line-of-sight look angle in the -Z/+Y roll quadrant and the upper
 
right Quad would be selected.
 
The selection of the proper antenna is made by an Orbiter computer which
 
controls the antenna switch (Reference 4). A simplified functional
 
diagram is shown in Figure 2 to illustrate the interfaces between
 
the antenna switch and the Orbiter computer. The antenna switch has
 
four input ports two of which are connected directly to Transponder #1
 
and Transponder #2 in the low power mode. The other two input ports
 
are used for the high power mode with a paramplifier for either a high
 
or low S-Band frequency. The four output ports are connected to
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individual Quad Antennas. The switch is controlled (Reference 4)
 
so that any one input port and any one output port are connected.
 
In the low power mode, communication is made directly with one of
 
five (5)ground stations and in the high power mode, which is used most
 
of the time, communication is relayed to a ground station via a TDRS.
 
The control of the antenna selection may be manual or automatic via
 
the associated Orbiter computer. The computer interfaces with the
 
switch through the Multiplexer-Demultiplexer (MDM). Signals going to
 
the computer include the present antenna state and the selection of
 
TDRS (high power) or direct ground communication (low power). Also,
 
real-time attitude and trajectory information are inputs to the computer.
 
The signals from the computer to the switch determine the updated
 
antenna switch position (i.e. upper right, upper left, lower right or
 
lower left). The output from the computer may consist of a 2-bit
 
The antenna selection
word for determining the four unique positions. 

is determined by computing the line-of-sight look angle between the
 
Shuttle Orbiter and the appropriate TDRS or ground station. This
 
look angle is then used to determine the "optimum" antenna and an
 
updated signal is sent to the switch through the MDM. The major effort
 
of this study is to assess the required update period for the antenna
 






III. ATTITUDE AND TRAJECTORY PROFILES
 
Reference Mission 2 is a seven (7)day combined satellite servicing
 
and sortie mission. It is one of three reference missions designed
 
to illustrate current Shuttle operational functions, techniques, and
 
Mission 2 is assumed to have three sortie experiment
philosophy. 

options each representing a major scientific discipline area to be
 
supported by the Orbiter. These three sortie disciplines are astronomy,
 
earth observation and space processing.
 
For Reference Mission 2 the Shuttle is assumed to be launched from
 
the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) at 9 a.m. on December 1, 1986. During
 
launch the vehicle rolls at a maximum of 9' per second (Reference 5).
 
After the external tank isjettisoned, the orbital maneuver system
 
insertion burn places the Orbiter into a lO0-by-50 nautical mile
 
orbit. A maneuver at the first apogee essentially circularizes the
 
orbit, and rendezvous phasing with the satellite isbegun. The
 
rendezvous is completed approximately one day later.
 
After rendezvous and dockinq with the satellite, refurbishment operation
 
commences at 26 hours ground elapse time (GET). Refurbishment operations
 
terminate at 46 hours GET at which time servicing equipment isstowed.
 
At 49 hours GET the orbit is adjusted to establish a perigee of 230 n.
 
mi. and then a circularization maneuver is performed at perigee 48
 
minutes later. At 50 hours GET the Orbiter is oriented to the attitude
 






during the next 5 days. At 161 hours 30 minutes payload closeout
 
operations begin and preparations for deorbit commence. The
 
deorbit is executed at 164 hours 28 minutes GET with the landing
 
at KSC at 165 hours 32 minutes and 2 seconds GET.
 
As previously described Mission 2 can be tailored to support a
 
particular scientific discipline by one of three sortie options.
 
Option 1 is a satellite servicing/astronomy mission, Option 2 is
 
a satellite servicing/earth observation mission, and Option 3 is a
 
satellite servicing/space processing missi6n:
 
Option 1 consists of astronomy sorties using the 1.5 meter IR telescope.
 
The Orbiter should be stabilized in an inertial attitude with the Orbiter
 
-Z-axis pointed to the target. The Orbiter orientation about the Z-axis
 




Option 2 consists of vatious experiments utilizing the Advanced Technology
 
Laboratory (ATL). The best attitude time line for this payload is
 
a heads down local vertical/local horizontal (LVLH)-attitude for long
 




Space processing comprises the Option 3 time line with all experiments
 






(X-axis perpendicular to the orbital plane) LVLH inertial attitude. The
 




Mission2 time lines were studied to determine the amount of time
 
devoted to specific Orbiter attitude activities. The studied activities
 
include holding inertial attitudes, barbecue rolls for thermal
 
conditioning, platform alignments and attitude realignments. Reference
 
Mission 2 time lines for Options 1, 2, and 3 were obtained from a
 
MDTSCO report entitled "Preliminary Baseline Reference Mission 2
 
Attitude and Pointing Time Lines" (Reference 6). The times of each
 
activity and the percentage of the mission duration are summarized
 
in Table I. This table does not account for launch and landing.
 
The total mission time for Reference Mission 2 is 165 hours 32 minutes
 
and 2 seconds. Launch takes 9 minutes and 57 seconds. The orbiting
 
period which is used in Table I takes 161 hours 20 minutes and 3
 
seconds. The landing takes 4 hours 2 minutes and 2 seconds.
 
The worst case angular rate for obital-operation is given in
 
Reference 7 as 20 per second. The maximum roll rate is given in
 
Reference 5 as 90 per second for launch and the maximum bank angle
 






OPTION 1 OPTION 2 OPTION 3 
ACTIVITY 
INERTIAL HOLD 58.2% 53.8% 70% 
SLEEP PERIOD 24.8% 24.8% 24.8% 
(THERMAL CONDX 




PLATFORM 1.2% 1.2% 1.19% 
ALIGNMENTS 
(STAR TRACKING) _ 14.1% 
LVLH ATTITUDE 14.1% 
HOLD 






IV. COMPUTER PROGRAM OPERATION
 
This section contains a description of the computer programs
 
used to simulate automatic switching. First, the Shuttle
 
Attitude and Pointing Timeline (SAPT) Processor is discussed.
 
Second, the required additions and modifications are discussed
 
including specially developed Subroutines SWITCH, TDRSIF, and SWPRNT.
 




The Shuttle Attitude and Pointing Timeline Processor is a
 
sophisticated computer program which calls up many subprograms.
 
The processor has the capability to input, store and edit summary
 
attitude descriptor data to allow definition and generation of
 
summary attitude and pointing time lines. The inputs consist
 
primarily of a set of descriptor data cards defining the attitude
 
and pointing requirements for the event being considered (i.e.,
 
inertial hold, roll rate, pitch rate, etc.). The program
 
requires an input trajectory tape for the mission to be simulated,
 
an ephemeris tape for a time period including the mission dates, and
 
a tape with the SAPT program and its associated subroutines. The
 
SAPT program without the associated.subprograms is given in Appendix I.
 
Input descriptor card information is given in Figure 3i The input
 
format fieldsare given in Figure 3a and a sample descriptor is given
 
in Figure 3b. The first input card following the XQT (execute)
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to measure GET. This card is required only once per program
 
execution. The attitude and pointing event descriptor cards follow
 
the base data card in a format which might include up to four
 
data cards per descriptor (See Figure 3b.). The first card in the
 
event set is the event name card. Seventy-two characters are
 
allowed to describe the event inan alphameric field format (See
 
Figure 3a.). The second data card contains the attitude requirements.
 
The third and fourth cards are necessary to define target pointing
 
requirements, if any. The event sets are arranged chronologically
 
and treated individually during SAPT execution. Typical events
 
which can be handled by SAPT are target look angle calculations
 
and Shuttle attitude simulations. Celestial, ground and special
 
targets may be specified by reference to a target table included
 
in a SAPT related subroutine or by inputting values to a set of
 
parameters which will locate and define the desired target. As an
 
example of the second target definition method, a TDRS may be
 
specified as an elevated ground target by inputting its longitude, 
latitude and altitude above the earth's surface as shown in Figure 3b.
 
A typical run deck set up is shown in Figure 4. SAPT has been
 
applied to the problem of calculating look angles (ayaw-pitch
 
sequence) to a TDRS while maintaining the Shuttle attitude required
 
for any specified Orbiter activity. Reference Mission 2 trajectories,
 
an ephemeris tape for the period 1986-1995, a modified version of
 
the SAPT processor, and three special subroutines are combined to
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The direction determined by the yaw-pitch look angle sequence
 
is converted into a Shuttle roll quadrant to determine the proper
 
S-Band Quad Antenna for communication to a TDRS. (Note: a pitch­
yaw sequence may result in a different look angle direction).
 
Subroutine SWITCH determines the roll quadrant based on each
 
yaw-pitch look angle using the limits shown in Table II. A listing
 
of the Subroutine SWITCH appears in Appendix II.
 
Look angle calculations are performed at the same GET's for both
 
synchronous TDRS's. Both TDRS's are located 5.6107 earth radii
 
above the equator with one at a longitude of 41°W and the other
 
TDRS at 171'W. Since communication is assumed to be with only
 
one TDRS at any given time, a subroutine TDRSIF was written which
 
defines the range limits of each TDRS. A comparison between the
 
Shuttle longitude and each TDRS longitude determines the closer
 
TDRS for communication. A method for insuring proper TDRS target
 
longitudes is employed in TDRSIF-so that consecutive descriptors
 
alternate between TDRS's. A listing of the Subroutine TDRSIF
 
appears in Appendix III.
 
Subroutine SWPRNT was written as a means for controlling the printed
 
output resulting from TDRS and antenna selections. For example, if
 
the currently selected antenna is the same as the antenna previously
 
selected, then no switch change is required. SWPRNT will not allow the
 
event to be printed if the Shuttle longitude is out of the range of the
 






o°For < YAW < 180 For 1800 < YAW < 3600 
Upper Right (UR) 00 < pitch < 90 Upper Left (UL)
 
Upper Left (UL) 900 < pitch < 1800 Upper Right (UR)
 
Lower Left (LL) 180' < pitch < 2700 Lower Right (LR)
 
Lower Right (LR) P70' < pitch < 3600 Lower Left (LL)
 






same as the previously selected antenna. A listing of SWPRNT is
 
included in Appendix IV.
 
A simplified flowchart of the SAPT processor along with the three
 
special subroutines is shown in Figure 5. The descriptor input
 
event set is read by a subroutine called in SAPT. The event set
 
defines the attitude for the Shuttle and the target information,
 
which in this case is the TDRS located at 41'W longitude. A
 
yaw-pitch look angle to the TDRS is calculated in SAPT. However,
 
if the Shuttle is not in the range of the TDRS 410W, then the
 
look angles to this target will be disregarded and look.angles to
 
TDRS 171°W will be computed. Descriptors are arranged so that
 
caluclations to both TDRS's are computed at simultaneous GET s. If
 
the test in TDRSIF is sucessful, that is the Shuttle is closer to the
 
TDRS at 41°W, then an antenna selection is made in Subroutine SWITCH.
 
SWITCH also compares the currently selected antenna to the previously
 
selected antenna. When a different antenna selection occurs an
 
output is to be-printed. Otherwise, no information is printed and the
 
next input event is read. Subroutine SWPRNT is then called by SAPT
 
assuming an antenna change has occurred. SWPRNT prints the selected
 
antenna and the current number of total switch position changes. The
 
next event set is then read. A printout of an actual run deck used
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V. COMPUTER PROGRAM RESULTS
 
The results of the computer runs are shown in Tables II-XI. In
 
each run the GET begins at approximately 50 hours from launch and
 
represents particular mission activities. This approach of
 
simulating particular activities was choosen for two reasons. The
 
first is the presently planned activities may be changed at a future
 
date, thus exact simulation of a particular mission would be invalid
 
The second reason is that a detailed simulation
at a later date. 

could easily require 50 hours of Johnson Space Center computer time
 
which would have an excessive cost. The simulations for each
 
activity last for approximately one orbit except for star tracking
 
which lasts only 60 minutes due to earth blockage effects.
 
Table III shows that 31 switch position changes are required for an
 
earth centered inertial (ECI) roll rate of 0.50 per second during a
 
It is noted that the TDRS at -1710 (171W) longitude
single orbit. 

is used for the first 42 minutes and that the -41 (41°W) longitude
 
TDRS is used during the remainder of the-period. Calculations for
 
this printout were made every minute and a printout of data occurs only
 
when an antenna change occurs. Also, the antenna selected and the
 
number of position changes is printed. For example, at 50 hours 46
 
minutes 0 seconds the lower right antenna is used with the TDRS at
 
41°W longitude. Three minutes later the antenna is changed to the
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SBQANT IS LOWER LT 24 SWITCH PO CHANGES--- - - .
 
51 20 .0 TONS -41 -233.3 15.8 7.2 16.0 270.7 283.9 156.3 16.1 263.4 77.4 289.8 3599.4 359.8 
 268.4 302.9 
SBQANT IS LOWER PT 2S SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
S1 13 *0 TOPS -41 230.8 6.3 13.4 .9 282.2 29.1 156.3 16.2 353, 86.5 159.4 6.0 319.3 
 122.8 4.7 
SBQANT IS UPPER RT 26 SWITCH PO CHANGES 






SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LILNE
 
... OOK.ARGLE5-. 
VEHICLE POSITION LVLI ATTITUDE Eil ATTITUDE To SUN TO EARTH TO TARGET 
ALT LAT LON YAW PITCH ROLL YAW I3CH .BOLL YA .PITCU.. tA- -PJTCH TARG. YAW PJYC3 ­
... . . . ..... .. . .
. . . . . LDOK-.ANGLES- LOK.AL KGS ---

GET 
N HI DEG DEG nEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG 
 DEG DEG DEG 10 DEG DEG
 HRS 1INSECS EVENT 

SI 6 .0 TDRS -41 230.1 -3.3 19,3 .S 293.8 119.S "156.3 16.1 83.4 282.6 7q.2 21.0 11.5 18S.7 56.A 
-___ 
- $DANL. IS .UPPE.R LT- 27 S# IX-Pi FD5- HARGES~ 235.4 358.1
253 .3 305.S 209.6 186.3 16.1 173.4 273.5 314.6 340.6 30.3
-I1o9 *0 TDRS -qI 230.7 -12.0 
. .. . . . . . . .. 
. .. . .
SBQANT IS LOWER LT 28 SWITCH PO CHANGES ... . . - . .. ... . ... 178.7 306.0
 
51 22 .0 TDRS -41 231.3 -22.1 31.9 .3 317.1 299.7 156.3 16.1 263.4 77.4 285.8 317.0 338.7 
.
SOQANT 15 LOWER RT 29 SWITCH PO CHANGES. -. --- ---------------. 
51 26 .0 TORS -41 232.8 .33.9 42.3 .2 332.5 69.8 IS6.3 16.1 23.4 8S.2 
45.3 59,0 333.8 132.2 22.9 
SBQANS LS UPPERT .. -30 SWITCH P0SCHAIGES - - ---­
.2 3q.2 iq9.9 156.3 16.1 113.4 274,8 4q.5 60.s 56.3 210.2 41.9 1 29 .0 TDRS -4l 233.2 q1o9 52.3 





Table I. (Continued)_0 
1.2-DN-B0203-001Page 22
 
SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LIVE Pe 
GET 
HS HN SECS EVE4T 
VEHICLE POSITION 
ALT LAT LON 
N HI ECG DEG 
LVLH ATTITUDE 
YAIV PITCR ROLL 
DEG DEC DEG 
ECI ATTITUDE 
YAW PITCH ROLL 











TARG YAW PITCH 



















TORS -171 233.6 -S0S 93.8 .0 -.0 -.0 
SROANT IS LOWER LT I 5ITCH PO CHANGES 
TOPS -171 - 237.2 .SSI130.3 180.0 336.8 18o*O 
SOANT IS UPPER LT 2 S*ITC POE CHANGES 
TonS -171 237.0 -u7.4 164'1 .1 46.q a0 
SRBANT IS LOIER -T 3 5WITCH POS CHANGES 
TDRS -171 2359 -323 174-3 180.2 29O-q 179.9 
SBQANT 15 UPPER LT 4 9WITCH POS CHANGES 
TORS -171 23q.1 -i4. -159.8 178,6 87,2 178.5 
SBOANT IS LOWER T S SWITCH POS CHANGES 
TORS -171 232.5 5.0 -147.9 359.8 296.0 .2 
SPQANT IS UPPER LT 6 SWITCH PO CHANGES 
TORE -171 : 232.7 23,7 -135.1 179.9 'O.8 179.9 
SBQANT IS LOWER LT 7 S'ITCI POS CHANGES 
TDRS -171 233.2 qO.7 -117-7 359,9 342.q .1 
SROANT IS UPPER LT 8 SWITCH POE CHANGES 
TORE -41 -236.4 q7.6 -lOS°S .4 8q.0 .5 
SQOANT 15 LOWER RT 9 qWITCH PO CHANGES 
156.3 16.1 323.q 
336.3 343.9 216.6 
t56,3 16.1 323.4 
336.3 343.9 2166 
1566. 16.1 323.4 
336.3 3q3.9 216.6 
156.3 16.1 323.4 
336.3 343.9 216.6 






















337.6 3 7*2 
29 





















TORE -41 '236.2 
SROANT IS UPPER RT 
TDRS -4l 236.6 
SBOANT 15 LOWER RT 
TORS "4t 23S.0 
SBQANT IS UPPER RT 
TOMS -41 235.9 
SBOQANT IS LOWER RT 
53.9 "Bq. 179.9 320.6 tBO.O 
IC SWITCH PO CHANGES 
53.3 -46.2 359.8 62.6 359.9 
t3 SWITCH PO CHANGES 
q.3. -27. 178.4 27q.2 IR
9 I. 
12 SWITCH PnS CHANGES 
25.1 .4 180.3 71.n 18,S 






































TORS -qI 230.2 3.1 15.3 .0 3q6.1 359.8 
SEQANT IS UPPER RT 14 SWITCH POE CHANGES 
TORS -q4 
23C. 7 -T5.9 27.q 180.0 35o.7 18o,2 
ERRANT IS LOWER NT IS S'IITCN POS CHANGES 
TDRS -qI 232.8 -33.9 q2.3 .0 32.5 359.8 

























I_ _HLI-EhT.IjUE. A l .PIJI9 TIJG. T LIL-L IlIL . . .. 
-- GET 
HASqN SECS IvFNT 
VCHITLE P'-SITION 
-ATLAI _ LON 
N WI DEG DEG 
LVLH ATTITUD L 
YAW PITCH NULL 
DLG OrG ULG 
L.I ATTITuLUL 
YAW PITCH ROLL 















TANG YAW PITCH 





TeNs -Il 233.6 -60,5 93-8 .0 -. 0 
. AIT I.S L)W _L . . J_ 15Yg_cTO. _p H-NG5 . 
TRS_ -171 237.2 -5.1 3n-3 180.0 336.8 























SBQA147 1S LONER 
TDR5 -171 




-47.4 164.1 .1 q6.4 .0 166,3 16.1 323.4 
nA.ETCH POS..!iijcjE.j. _ ,---- - --




















.0 TDS -11 
-0. TORS -1/1 
-_S8"A.ILL ..LS].. 
.1 ToRS -111 
23q.1 -14,1 -I69,a 178.6 87.2 178.5 
_L __6 SVJTCHF&StJA6Z.-------
232.5 S.O 147-9 359.0 296,0 180.2 
,.LLL t4,--LTCR .o1. CHANGES.--
232.7 23.0 -135.1 179,9 q,.8 179.9 
156,3 16.1 323.4q 
- -
336.3 343.9 3.6 
. .. 
























0U Tee5 -171 233.2 40.7 -117.7 35.9, 342.4 180.1 
- SWAILT .5 .LUE&I-T _.- --SWITCH POS (HAJGES.... 
"0 "lOS -41 236,4 q7,6 -10; S 269,9 .1 16.0 
. - .B_5LABA- S .13_ LOjtE.HLT .. ...- -SWI CH .POS CHANGES . .. 

























2g0ANT 1 L0*1 
10RS -71 
237.2 54,V -',6 
LLT ___LLC.-O----NGES.--­





























65.2 235.7 312.6 2.6 39,4 2965 346.5 209.8 
.if- .---- .... . . . . .. . . .. . .... .... . . 
18,7 
. . ... 
333.5 343.6 
. ... .... .. .. ... 
SIit '0 
- S 
TONS - i 
- -A'±T JS LOWER N 
231.0 12.7 9.3 277.7 300.1 
.1 5WVTcH PSw _CHANGES -








.0 TDRb -41 
. . .. Q.UT - 5-.-iSL-T-
"O TOR% -'it 
.- .SALv AN T 1S L ER 
.0 TONS -
R 
23(.2 -6. 21.3 129.U 50.2 316.6 
I TCHPO - CHANGES -. 
231.7 -ZS,1 3q-3 323.6 326.8 21.9 
-T -. I, S .11CH PO .CHANGES 
234.2 -4 ,9 52,3 149.2 13.8 352.0 
. 
312.6 2.6 

























SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE Page 24
 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES
 
... ........ --HICLE PSITI-ON- LVLH -A-T-TI-TU "- ECI-A-TiUDE- O-TS-SUN.
--...T--EARNTH --- . TO T-ARET-. -GET 	 ALT LAT LON YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH YAW PITCH TARG YAW PITCH
HRS MN SECS EVENT NU-I DEG- OFG 
 DEG- DEG 	 DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG - --DEG DEG DEG ID DEG DEG­
so 0 .0 TORS -7-1 2336 -50.5 93.8 180.0 346S -75.0 327.3 333.2 I 14 9 .0 270*0 76.1 35q " 48t9 -14.3 
SBOQA4T IS UPPER RT I SWITCH PO CHANGES 
0----TDR 7- l-7-- j9 '' 1-It-4 - IStOa0"33479--6 S .- 1~2?v -33-3-.-2-204.9- -9#0.0-36O-.---2ft btrD 9t- 30.7 
SBQANT IS UPPER LT 2 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
50 	 6 .0 TONs -171-- - 237.2--55.1 1303 1"0.0 323.3'2SS.- 327.3 333.2 29q;9 3q.7 90.0 307.6" 12.0 212.1 345.9 
SBQANT IS LOWER LT 3 SWITCH P05 CHANCES 
. 50 9 .0 - TORS -1-7-1 237.2 -5.6 148.8- 1801. 3t1.7 345.0 327.3-333.2 24.9 27010 .0 3q7.0 -320.0 163.3 329.0 
SBOANT IS LOWER RT q SWITCH PO CHANGES 
SSQANT I5 UPPER RT S SWITCH PO CHANGES 
50 IS. .0 TONS -1-71 '235,9--40C4 1"76.2 IRlO2 288.5 16q9 327.3 333-2 204.9 90.0"360.0 S-o 1'7'8 196.7 2947 
SSQANT IS UPPER LT 6 SWITCH P0S CHANGES 
So to .a- "TORS -171 - - 235.9 -j2.3 -11q3 180.S 276.9 254.6 327.3-333.2" 94. 39.1 90.0 353.3 1.8 209.5 34S5.4 
SOQANT IS LOVER LT 7 SWITCH P05 CHARGES 
SBQANT IS LOWER RT a SWITCH PO5 CHANGCES 
-50-'2T - -0 TONS -171- 23-. j1C1599 - 359.8- 286.3 255.3 327.3 333-2 I14.9 "3189;-270C 3'qi2 -41 153. "14 .4 
SBWANT IS UPPER NT 9 SWITCH PO CHA14ES 
son~ --2w- - rbTwqr9' r2r337 -'r5- rmr-2 3fY7.r- olr7r' 
- JT-r 
SUQANT IS UPPER LT 10 SWITCH POS CHANGES
 
SO 29 .0 TOnS -171-- 2"32.3 I;8 -149.8 359.'SOS.6 46.2' 327.3 333.2 26q.9 90.0 60.0 26.9 335.8 206.8 359.1
 
SBQANT IS LOWER LT 11 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
'50 32 "0 TORS -171 232.1 11,3 "143.S '359.9 317.2 135,1 327.3 333i2 354.9 2"70.0 30.0 37;3 31.3 178.7 335.0
 
SBUANT IS LOWER RT 12 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
~~r-w- - T-ms--n--232 C - -fyvr-wt9-- 3"Ti 	 Th0e2r IW_ 7W sn--r27; 3 m-n'r, 	 -
SBQANT IS UPPER RT 13 SWITCH P05 CHANGES
 
* 50-38 -;a TORS'0I71 "" 233.'y- 29.7 -13O.6 3q9.9 340.4 3I3.1- 327:3*3S3;2-"174*.9 90.0 330.0- 296.8-B318. - 18II 22.0' 
SbOQANT IS UPPER LT 14 SWITCH PO5 CHANGES
 
so q1 .0 TORS -171 233.3 38.1 -121ol 359;9 352.0 45.1 327.3 333.2 264.9 90.0 60.0 78.8 31356 200.9 359.5
 
SBQANT IS LOWER LT IS SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
SBQANT IS UPPER LT 16 SWITCH PO5 CHANGES 
50- 6 .0 TONS -413 - 236.4 49.6 -'Io.7 38T9;9 11.3 195.1 327.3 333.2 S4.9 270.0 330.0 232.4 71.2' 310.2" 34.3 
SSQANT IS LOWER LT 17 SWITCH PO5 CHANGES 
50 q9 *o(- TOPS -41 236,2-S3.9 -- I 3 $35.9 22.9 285.0 327.3 333.2- 11449 -89.930'0.0 246.4 346.2 -22.8 31f6 
SOQANT I5 LOWER RIT 8 SWITCH POE CHANGES5 
- 0t ~ - I0r~-f7rS.-fSc--S7- Y4.5 Tm---a27Z3 -3-3.2-~23'fl-9qoro- -acro- -5---3a-3---ts--S.s-
SHQANT IS UPPER HT 19 SWITCH PO5 CHANGES 
so 55 .0 TONS -9I1 - - 236T-A 53.3- --q6.2 359"8 q6.1 105.0 327.3 333,2 32q.9 270.1 60;0 137.1 10.3 334.S q9.2 
SUQANT IS UPPER LT 2L SWITCH POS CHANGES 
SO 58 ."0 TOPS -41 - 236;.1 q8s5 -30,2 359-.'7 57.7 194.9 327.3 333.2 54.9 27;O0 330.0 18 9.2 31.1 - "3077 342.5 
SBQANT IS LOWER LT 21 SWITCH PO CHANGES 
- - - - --- Ios-4T--,srrC 
__t't.r_ W9 .6 -69 ;3 -Taw-.l f-S7 -3 333 ; 4r "av-rn0:roon-7r-3S4 2fl3tl 
SBQANT I5 LOWER NT 22 SWITCH P05 CHANGES 
5I 4 .0 TORS -41- 235.3 33.8 -716- 3S9.0 80.9- 14.2 327.3 333.2 234.9 90.0 "3o.o 177.R 351.2 - S.9 20.2 -.SBQANT IS UPPEP RT 23 SWITCH POS CHANGES 

51 7 .0 IONS -'4 235.9 25.t .4 283.6 87.5 288.7 327.3 333.2 324.9 270.1 60.0 182.3 3S9.2 327.8 46.4 2 
-
SDQANT IS UPPER LT 2q SWITCH POS CHANGES -­
-.-- 51 10-- . 2 IS-- -180.6 	 -- 6332- '270.0-330.0-- -V f--. 2 75.9 2 .3 338 4.9 	 7 
6 
-34&' 310-O-337.2­
584AT IS LOWER LT 25 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
S3 13 .0 TONS -91 230.8 6.3 13.'1 10'0 64.3 OS.b 327.3 333.2 3q4.9 89.9 300.0 155.1 6.6 33.7 316.7 
SHOANT 15 LOWER RT 26 SWITCH PUS CHANGES 
Table VI. Thermal Conditioning - Roll 0.5- per second, X-axis.Lsun simulation 
-1 -- DN-80203-001 









-PO SrIO .... LVLAT-T 
.....
ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES
GET "...ErATTTUDE - -- TALT VN-..... TO--EWRTTC---.... TOTwRGa...MIMS LAT LON YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCHSi EVENT " I'I- DrG DEG "- DEG DEG DCe ROLL YAW YAW PITCH TARG YAW PITCHECS PITCHDEG DEG DEC DEG- DEG DEG -DEG 
 ID DEG DEG 
SI iS .0 TONS -4' 1 . 23C.1 -'-. f7 3 I'8o.3 S6.5 165V 327.3 333-2 2049" 90-6 360.0 170.5 32.2 
 S1.9 1.2
SBQANT IS UPPER RT 
 27 SWITCH PoE CHANGES
sI 18 -* ;D SB TbRS UPPEI- - . P5A 49.9 'z a 327;3 1S-a4.2?q 99TqJrO;-35-6- g 5WT
~SI .0SeCANT IS 
UPPER IT 28 SWITCH POS CHANGES
5121' ,0 TDRS 
-41 "'" 231.' -19;o 29s-6 - I-0.2 3"3.3 3 ,S3"327.3 333.2 2q;9 270.O .0-201.2 306;l" 'i.O 357.1
SBQANT 15 LOWER LT 
 29 SWITCH POS CHANGES
SI 29 *0 TDRS -4- 232.! .28.1 36.8 180.2 21.7 7S.2 327.3 333.2 
1149 321.7 270.1 
 112.4 3 6.3SOANT IS LOWER FIT 4. 312.9
30 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
51~~~;q Z7_---_OZ -- f-
SBOANT IS UPPER RT 31 SWITCH PoE CHANGESSI 30 ,0 TDRS "9I "233.3 -qq;'3 "S6.1 180.2 358.5 255 1' 327.3 333.2 299.9 37.S-89-9 
- 271l6" 9 ... 3S6;0 W3.SSBQANT IS UPPER LT 
 32 SWITCH POS CHANCES
 








SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE
 
LOOK ANGLS LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES 
VEhICLE'POSITION LVLH ATTITUDE 'ECI ATTITUDE TO SUN TO EARTH TO TARGET 
GET ALT LAT LON YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH YAW PITCH TARG YAW PITCH 
MRS MN SECS EVENT N MI DEG DEG DEC DEG EG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG 10 DEC DEG 
49 S9 .0 ASTROHY 620 233.9 -'a*7 eR.a -. 0 1.0 219.3 ISa.2 20.0 Ial.s 272.5 335.6 P68.4 50.7 .0 90.0
 
SSQANT IS UPPER RT I sVITCH POS CHANGES
 
5 79 9
50 qs .o 7ORS -4i 236.4 q74 lOj* 1 . 1'2 39-Z 1S32 20-0 j91-S 272,4 335S5 91;9309-3 2 2 85 33718 
SBQANT IS LOWER LT 2 S1ITCH POS CHANGES 




SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE 
 Page 27
 




GET ALT LAT LON 
TO SUN TO EARTH ITO TARGET
YAW PITCH POLL
MRS MN SENS EVENT N MI YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH YAW PITCH TAR
DE DDEG DEG OE4 DEG DEG YAW PITCH
DEG oDG DEC DCG
49 59 -G ASTRONOMY 522 DEG DEG 10 DEG
23 6 48.,7 pa8, DEG-.0 32a.s 310.6 I72.0 35316 275*S 
 70.5 300.7 308.9 326.3 
 .0 Vd0
SEQANT IS UPPER RT
so- I SWITCH P05 CHANGES
0 '0 TOPS -171 233.6 -s0 . 93.8 
 .0 332. S 31o 6 
 172 0 3S3.6 27S -S 70.S 3007 
30 .6 324.1 365.9 2. q

SRQANT Is UPPER LT 






71i 2 6.2 310. I72 336,6 275.6
SBQANT 70.5 3o0;7 199.3 344.1'Is UPPER MT .3 27.950 43 .0 TTORISq 236.4 31 SWI'TCH P0q7.6 - CHANE 33.6 130.S 172. q 353.6 27.5 70.6 300.6 131.2o05's 17.9 
 32.8 + S9;9 2978STVANT IS 
LONER Pt N SWITCH POS CHANGES 
Table V111. 
 Star Tracking - 522 Simulation 
1.2-DN-B0203-0O01
SHUTTLE ATTITUoE AND POINING TIME LINE Page 28
 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES

VEHICLE POSITION LVLH ATTITUDE LCI ATTITUDE TO SUN TO EARTH 
 TO TARGET
 
GET ALT LAT LON YAW PITCH NOLL YAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH YAW PITCH TARG YAW WITCH
 
MRS tjN SECS LVLNT T HI DEG 
 DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DE Der DEG 1D DEG DEG
 
'9 i9 .0 ASTRONOMY 530 2330 -48.7 88*8 --O 298.7 [48-0 191 7 329-9 101-6 287-a 35-7 16.1 24I0 0 900 
SBQANT IS UPPER RT I SWITCH P0S CHANGES 
S0 u .0 TORS -171 233.6 -50.5 93,8 '0 302, 18.0 191.7 J29,9 106-6 287.5 35.7 18.7 27.1 357,4 311-9
 
SaQANr IS 
LUWEW LT 2 SWITCH Pa5 CHANGES
 
7 °9
SO 4b .0 ToWs -4 1 236*4 S7.6 -10S,5 179.$ 63.5 327-9 191 Z9 1066 287.5 35'7 19H'1 337.8 R1t3 68"q 
S6QANT IS UPPER LT 3 SWITCH 'POrCHANGES 





SHUTTI, AtlIi"OFr Al10 PUIrJTIN, TIML LINL 	 ..Page 29.. 
LOD 4K-A I'LtS.- Loog( -Af4LL-- - LOo- ANLES-
VC.ICLL POSLTIO, LVLH ATTITUUL LCI ATTITUOL TO SUN 10 EARTH TO TARGET 
6T ,LT LAI LOU YA pITCh NULL YI V PITLH HULL YAh PITCH YA4- RITCH -TARG Y-AW- PITCH 
Hrits I1ril.I,5 ,- Ill OLG UrG IMtG VEG ULG OC. UEG ULG DEU OLG ULG UEG IU UE DEG 
950 	 0 .3 f[k'i -171 2,13.6 -qo.J 3.n .0 -. 0 -*0 1i6.3 I6.l 323.4 86*4 3q.q *0 270.0 337.9 347-6 
5 }AJi I 1LU4II{ LT I ,LVIICH POS CHANGrj9S . • . ... .. .. 
5T '45 0 TlIj, -9) 216.4 f/.6 -1;.,. 177.A !79.9 156.3 16.1 32 t 86.b 345. 179.5 89.0 127-6 348-56.C 

'uIJAT IS L.-I1 HT ) SW TcH POI CHAOIGES 	 - - - -
Table X. Inertial Hold Simulation
 
1.2-DN-80203-O01 
SHUTTL AIll 'LPU Ai D POINTING TIME LINE Ie32-DN-B.. 1 .-
L-OOK- AIJ3E -- 0-'A--- -.- - -- I­
-

VCtJL'LE PUSTiO1, LVLH ATTITUDE LCI ATTITUDE TO SUN TO EARTH TO TARET" 
GET ALT LAT LON YPA PITCH ROLL YAM P ITCH ROLL YAVO PL"HA -.I. I.tA YAW- -P-IT4H 
H'NS 11413LCz UvE Nf fHI OLG UEG DEG DEG DEG DEG OEb 10 DEGjT DEG bLE( DEG DEG OEG OEG 

3
SO 0 , I0{, -17 1 2lj.b -50,6 3 .0 -. 0 -. C 1563 16.1 323.q 86.4 ,q.4 .0 270.0 337.9 397-6 
SH4AlT iS LOWE, L I 5bf IC h POS CHANGES 
bo q5 1 lrs "41 q7q b 16.i 179.5 8q. 0236 °  j5. 79 .e 6. C 179.9 156.3 323"I 86*5 345q 127-6 348.5 
. . 5 .,,'JT - IS Lt, 111 . .... 2 SrITCH FOS CHANGES ...... ... . . .... 
6i "4 0 u!, -1 236- r2.C 75.; .2 3.5 J 9,9 156,3 16 323.q 86b 345.5 181.2 273. 356.7 33'6 
-- - 8 4AtT I5 LT 3 SWITCH Po5 CHANGES- - - - - -....W)CAE-R-

Table XI. Heads Down Simulation 
......... . .... ..... ( .. ..
 
. . ... .. . ...... ... a­. ..  NO 

SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND PuFrTING TI!C'CIN"-' 
VLHILL lUSIIION LVLH ATTITUUE LCI ATTITUDL 
-LI ALl LAI - LJN YAd F[TCH ROLC "Y Ai- P-ITCH -RO-CL" 
tiNS MN SLcS EVENT N4tit L L JL(, OLO EG W, c( DE DEGuFG 

So j .I 1uH, S -171 T ZJ6.t -51.1 95.7 .0 .0 .0 157.1 &51 323,7 S aq NT 1 LOVEk L "55'I SSl T ,tNG ( SO 
T J l1 HRST "1//1 L 2 $5.3 I-iZ u C1d.4 359s3 325,1 
O 6 AN. IS UPPER LT 2 SNITCH PUS- cHKNGES -
S fb 234.1 fU.s -Iqj.B 0 " -o 333.2 34 0 .2 217.Iuus "I1 -.

* IS .... - ­$A[&jT UfpP-1I-'- 'WI rHOSC-- ­
51 26 [ORS -4j 232.8 "3.Zj 4C.6 .0 0 D j33.8 38.6 342.9 
S$WANT IS LUwEf 1(1 4 51I1CH POS'RCHANGES. 
bs 45 °o LoRs .1/1 237., -S3.1 b3.3 -.U .0 .0 161.3 H.9 324.b 
SBWAN1 IS LUnEI LT - S SW! ICH POS CHANGES -­
bI 4u t TuRS -171 237.b -bq.q iI5.1 "..U .0 ., 172.9 353.0 321.8 
---.­
-CHf HXNGES ...---
SB6 ANT IS UPPLR LT 6 S I- PO 





LOOK ANGLES -LUCK ANGLES -- LOOK."rNGLES
 
TO SUN To LARTH To TARGET
 
"Y'Ar---PTrCH- TW '-PITCW -Trjv-jTrPITCg-

DEG DEG DE DEG lo DEG DEG_
 
86.1 3'5.5 .0 270,0 337,9 348 8
 
1.5 347-6 0' 27 0@0 33 8 1 5.9
 
92.2 1l.7 .0 27U'0 51.8 8.6 
-- _ 
9q.S 34r.9 "0 270'0 136-9 357.9
 
891.& 346.2 .a 270.0 357.3 3 1,9
 









SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES 
VEHICLE POSIIU LVLH ATIITVUE LCI ATTITUDE TO SUN TO EARTH -TO-TARGET 
GLT ALT LAT LUN YAW PITCH ROLL YAO PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH YAW PITCH TARG YAW PITcH 
MRNS MUt ECS LVENT N mI DEG WEG DEG DEG DEG DE' DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG DEG I DEEG DEG 
So d , TOR -1)1 233.6 -5cS V3.8 .o -.o -.0 15&3 16.1 323.q 866 345.4 *0 27G00.. 337.9 3l7.6 
So U 30o. 




I 5fitCH F05 CHANGES 
-5l.3 96.5 .0 1.9 60.0 156.3 161 23.q 8s.1 6S.3 922 330' *2 336.7 
SWTANI is LOWER RT 2 SoITCH FO5 CHANGES 
bu I 30.k TaRS -U71 236.6 -52.8 U10.1 .0 5.8 180.0 156.3 16.1 143.4 273.6 1.6 100.0 8q.2 22.2 12.7 
SBWANT IS UPPER KT 3 SWiICH PO5 CHANGES 
bu a to TURS -171 236.7 -53.6 £uS.c t0 7.8 24o. 156.3 16-1 Z03.1 271.9 31q..7 26191 29.7 359-5 2S.5 
SHWANT IS UPPER LT 4 S.VIICH P0S CHANGES 
So 3 .0 TOR -171 236.9 -54.3 tu1,k *0 11.6 *0 jSn.3 161 323.1 86.6 365.6 180.0 281-6 337.7 347. o 
Su 3 3U.0 
SBANT IS LOllER LT 
TONS -171 237.0 
5 SNITCH FO5 
-59.7 ££'t2 
CHANGES 
*0 13.5 60.0 15-43 16.1 23.6 a5.j 4S.3 10S'S 33o9 .7 336.3 0 . 
SI3ANT IS LOWER RT 6 SNIICH P0S CHANGES 
SO 4 3uw FURS .171 237.1 -55.1 120.6 *, £7.q 180-o 156.3 16.1 013.4 273.6 jl.6. £00.0 72-6-- . 2-z3 .13.2 
5o 6 .0 
SBWANT IS UPPER R1T 7 SWITCH PO5 CHANGES 
TONS -171 237.2 -55.2 13.8 *0 19.3 210o ISo.3 16-1 203-6 276.9 3167 217o9 28£ 35911 25.8 
SBQANT iS UPPER LT a SWITCH POS CHANGES 
So 6 g TOMS -0.1' 237.2 -S1 130.3 -0 23.2 *0 is5.3 16.1 323.1 86.6 3 15.l. 180i 21.2 - -3Zt6. 6.7.C 
SM4ANT IS LOVER LT 9 SWIICH POS CHANGES 
SO 6 3o.L TURS -11 237.2 -56.9 £33.5 .0 25.1 60.0 156.3 16.1 23.6 85.1 - '.3 I".-q--2333 ..-- .9 33q.1 
SIWANT IS LOIER XT IN SWICH PO CHANGES G 
Su 7 310. TORS -171 237.2 -S412 £39.8 *.0 29.0 0o 0 156.3 £6,1 163.q 273.6 £1.6 180-0 61.0 -..-- 22,' 131l 
S60ANT IS UPPER FT il SNIICH POS CHANGES 
5D a G RS -17£ 237.2 -53.8 12.9 -0 31.0 26G.O 15b.3 161 403.6 276.9 314.7 235t3 256-... 3591 .25.9 
SB.ANT IS UPPER LT £2 S*IrCH POS CHANGES 
SU 9 URTOS -11 237.2 -52.a 'Id.U .1 36.8 *0 156.3 £6.1 .323.1 86.6 3HI.4 .­0-.. 308-....... 3376-36.7 
Su 9 30., 
SBLANT IS LUER LT 
TURS -£71 237.2 
13 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
-51.9 |b£.6 ,I 36.7 6o*O ISo.3 £6.1 23.q 85.1 65.3 130, 8 -336. . . t331.2 
0 
5o £0 3U.0 
SHWANT IS LUER RT 
TORS -171 Z37.2 
1 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
5,-3 £ O.9 .1 4o.6 180o 156.3 £6.1 143.6 273.6 1n.6 I8'O0 49g . 2ZPR13.1 
SHWANT IS UPPER RT IS sWIrCH POS CHANGES 
-
bu it * TORS -£7l 237-1 -49,q 15.4 "1 42-b 240oa £56.3 16£1 203*6 274.9 31q-7.-223*-- 21. - 2.7. 
SBANT IS UPPER LI 1t SWITCH POS CHANGES 





SHUTTLE ATTITUOE AND PUIJTIN lIME LINE 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES 
VEHILLE POSITION LVLH ATTITUOL LCi ATTITUDE TO SON TO EARTH . TO TARGET 
GET 






































TORS .171 237.a .47.4 J64.1 .1 46.4 
A;J IS LOVER Lr 17 SWITCH 
POS CHAMoeS 














142"4 3'Iy 6 
337A6-347-.Z' 
13 334.6 
SB4ANT IS LONER RT 18 SWITCH PUS CHANGES 
bu 13 3U0. TONS -17i 235-9 -4-1 ll .6 *3 52.2 IbOGO ISo.3 16.1 133. z73.6 jM*6 180 0 37-8 22'3 12.5 
SBANT 15 UPPER NT 19 SWITCH P0S CHANGES 
SO 14 30.o TORS .71 236.C .ql.7 176.6 .1 56.1 300.3 156.3 16.1 263.0 77.2 2858 210.2 3'43.- . 33-.9 12.. 
bu 1i 
SBANT 15 UVPER LT 
TDRS -ill 235.9 
20 SWITCH PUS 
-60.6 17b.2 
CHANGES 
.1 G8.0 *1 15a.3 16.1 323.6 86.6 305.4 180.0 328.0 337,8 348.o 
So 16 *. 
SbQANT IS LUWER LT 21 SWITLH F0S 
TORS -171 23S.9 -37.8 179.6 
CHANGES 
'1 61.9 12Ol IS.3 161 83.4 282,8 7q'I2 155-2 137. .21s6 3'I1. 
S0 l 30.0 
SBLANT IS LOHEH HT 
TORS -171 235.9 
22 SITCH P0S 
-366 jIl).7 
CHANGES 
*3 63.8 18o.1 1
5
o3 16.1 143.q 273.6- Iq.6 j6U.0..Zt.2..---­ 221 -Is-S 
SB4ANT IS UPPER RT 23 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
So 17 30o3 TORS -171 235.9 -33.7 -17b.7 .2 67.6 300'1 15a.3 16-1 263.- 77.2 285.8 199.6 349o0 33700. 12.8 
SO Id 
SBNANT IS UPPER 
IORS -171 
LT 24 SWITCH PU5 CHANGES 
235.9 -32.4 -174.3 .2 69.6 .1 156.3 16.1 323-4 6b. 3R5.s 179-9 339-6 .. .. 331ti 39 
So 19 a 







.2 73.6 120'2 1$t*3 16'1 83.4 282.8 74,2 1.6S6 - 8.2-. 2o-t 347.0 
60 TV 30.0 
SaVANT 15 LOIER RT 26 SWIICH P0S 
TORS -171 233.7 -27*9 -170.2 
CHANGES 
.3 75.6 180-2 156.3 16-1 0'3"4 273.6 14.6. 1.0-1- I06 .-. 21. -10.2 
5O zu 3o.r 
SBANT Is UPPER RI 27 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
TDRS -I/I 233.8 -24.9 j167.7 .9 79.3 300.3 154.3 16.1 263.6 77.2 285.0 1. 9.3. 354.6 .. 340.3 R- 13.2 
SBANT iS UPPER LT 28 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
5u 21 ,. TDRS 171 233.8 -23' -16.S .5 81.2 .6 06-3 16-1 323. b86. 4-3.45- 17790 354 t2 -6 
5o 22 0 
SBWANT IS LORER LT 
IRS -ill z33.9 
29 SWITCH PO 
-20-3 "16i42 
CHANGES 
.8 85.3 12o-8 156.3 16.1 83.6 28207 .7-4.2 175.8. -2-5 . IB6 366.6 
6
u 22 3o.4 
SbVANT IS LOWER HT 30 SWITCH PUS 
TORS -171 23A.U -16-6 "b3.j 
CHANGES 
13 $7.0 183.3 056.3 16.1 143, 273.6 0.6 . so0I - 310 - - 2 1|. 8.7 
Su 23 30.o 
SEVANT IS UPPER RT 
ToRS -171 236.3 
31 
-15.7 
S11CH POS CHANGES 
-04-9 175.6 89.1 IiS.3 IS.3 16-3 263.q 77.3 285.8.-1792. A .... 32*4-|3.6­
5WANT IS UPPEN LT 42 SNITCH POS CHANGES 
bo 24 0; TORS -171 Z34*1 -1'-l "1bb 178.6 87.2 178.5 15663 16-3 323*6 86.6 365.6 179-9 218 339-2 3S2-1 
SHWANT IS LOVER LT 33 SWITCH P0S CHANGES 
Table XIII (Continued) _ 
1.2-DN-B0203-001 
Page 34 
SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES 
VEHICLE POSI£IOw LVLH ATTITUDE LCI ATTITUDE TO SUN TO EARTH JO TARGET 
aET ALT LAT LON YAW PITCH ROLL YV PITCH ROLL YA6 PITCH YAW PITCH TARe YAW PITCH 
HNS HN SLCS EVFNT N HI DEC )tG DEG DEG iEG OtG DEG DEG DEG DEG DE6 DEG TD DEG DEG 
SO 25 .. TDRN -I 234.3 £I.:,J -157.8 179.4 83.3 299.3 056.3 16£ 83-1 282-7 742 5-.8-354.7-..... 17'o 344.3 
SbWANT IS LUotER RT J4 5*I rH POS CHANGES 
GO 25 30c TOR$ -171 232.L -9.q -iS6.7 179 5 81.4 3S9.5 1563 16-1 Iq3.q 273.6 14.6 180.1 351' . 20.4 7.0 
SONANT IS UPPER NT 35 SAIRH POS CHANGES 
bU 26 3U., TURS -17a 23Z' -@'2 154.7 £79.7 77.5 119,6 15b.3 16.j 263.4 77.3 285.8 16?-1 6,1 34q.9 13.8 
SECANT IS UPPER LT 36 SWITCH POE CHANGES 
SO 27 0 TURs 1/1 232-1 "4.6 153.7 179.7 75-6 179.7 156.3 16.1 323.q 86.9 3N5-4 -17'5e. 44 .. 340-O 353,6 
SBQANTI IS LUWER LT 37 S1ITCH PO CHANGES 
ao 26 *r logs -171 232.2 -14 ISI£.8 179.8 71.7 299.7 156.3 16-) 83.4 282.7 74.2 196-0'3Sii 1541 SN6.1 
SBANT IS LUWER AT 48 Sa1TCH POE CHANGES 
SO 28 30. , TORS -i71 232.3 .2 "Ib~O8 179.8 69,8 369.7 156.3 16.1 143,0 273.6 14.6 180.1 339,8 19. 5.4 
SAJANT IS UPPER NT 49 SWICH pOP CHANGES 
5U 29 30o TDk9 -jlj 232.9 3-4 -148.8 179.8 65.9 119.8 ice63 16-1 263.4 77.3 2 8a- sa8 117.. . 346.8 13-9 
5U 3d 
SBANT IS UPPER LT 
u5j OIDRS-171 232.5 
40 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
5*o0 57.9 7.8 HAOS. 179.8 156.3 £6.1 323.9 66.q 345.9 179.9 26.0 341'0 355.3 
SsS£ANT IS LOOER LT 45 SWIlEN P05 CHANGES 
50 31 U, TRS -171 232.7 6.1 -i05.9 179.9 6C"I 299,8 15,&3 16-1 83.4 282.7 74*2 206-s 3454-7 13-3 346.1 
54AN IS LUhER RT 42 SWIICH PO CHANGES 
So 3I 3 0,, iuRs -j7j 232.0 9.7 -144.b 579.9 58.2 359.8 ISo.3 161 143-4 72 35 1I46 180j 328'2 ­ je-6 3.9 
SO 3230, 
5 U 33 
bRANT 15 UPPER RI 
Ions -Ili 232-2 
SBWANT IS UPPER LT 
IORS -171 232.3 
SIRANT IS LOWER LT 
43 S41tCH pO CHANGES 
i29 "l2.d j79.9 54.3 
4q S41TCH PO5 CHANGES 
14.5 -118 1799 62.4 









77.3 2US*8 14*1 
86.5 34S.q.- 179-9 
16*9......3476 13.8 




SoU 34 . 7URS -£/1 232.4 17.6 -0. 579.9 18.6 299.9 £56.3 6b.1 83.q 282.7 .7.4.2- -Zt7hS- 3ato4Z_ __4496- 3.U.A.a. 








SBQANT IS UPPER 




jVI -138.s 179.9' 46.6 359.9 
17 5AIICH PO6 CHANGES 













. j.7S4 2.7 
399 12- 13-5 
0 
50 36 -1) 




98 SWITCHN POS CHANGES 
23.7 '135.1 179.9 10.8 179.9 1$..3 16.1 323.4 86.5 345.4 17 9 -9 qt2 . -­353.1 367,6 
SECANT IS LUER LT 49 SI5LH POS CHANGES 






SHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES 
GLT 
VEHICLE POSITION 
ALT LAT LON 
LVLH ATTITUDE 
YAW PITCH HULL 
ECI ATTITUDE 






TARG YAW PITCH 
INS MN SECS EVEI1T N MI OEG UEG DEG DEG DEG UEG DEG DEG DEG DEC DEG DEG 1D DEG DEG 
bu 3/ .c ioRn -1i 232.8 26.7 -142.6 179.9 36.9 299.9 j6b.3 16*I 83.4 2a2.7 74.2 229.1-336-5.- £0.I 346.8. 
SIIANT IS LONER HT SG SWITCH Po0 CHANGES 
SU 37 30., TUNS -lIb 233.b 
S8QANT IS UPPER NT 
28-2 -13j.3 179.9 35.r 
SI S-ITCH PO CHANGES 
3h9,9 iS6.3 16-1 143-4 2735 jQ6 18O'2 3oE*o 163 I.6 
50 48 30-u TORs -171 23".7 31-1 "12.7 179-9 4j1 119.9 563 16.1 263-q 77.3 285.8 124-9 25-3 3505 12-9 
58WANT I5 UPPER LT 52 SWITCH POS CHANGES 
b0 39 *p TUNS '171 233.6 34.6 -127.J 179.9 29.2 179.9 156.3 16-1 3234 86.b5 345,9 179.8 60*8 34413 368.5 
SAVANT IS LUWLR LT 53 SWITCH PUS CHANGES 
So 'U4 TONS -171 
SBANT IS LOWER 
23J.5 
MT 
35.4 -12q,3 179.9 25.q 299.9 
54 SWITCH PO5 CHANGES 
16o*3 16*1 83.4 282*7 74.2 2'413 333-2 9-0 3q7.q 
bo qu 3G.o TOS -171 233.4 36-7 -"zb 179.9 23.4 359.9 156.3 16.1 j43*q 273-5 146 180.2 293q 15'2 1.3 
S84ANT IS UPPER RT 55 SWITLH PO CHANGES 
5u 41 30.0 TONS -171 233.3 39.4 j119.S 179-9 19.6 1j9.9 156.3 16-1 263.4 77.3 285.8 112-3 280 3SjQ. 12.2 
S8ANT IS UPPER LT 5o SWITCH PO CHANGES 
bu 42 *iD TORS -171 233.2 4.7 '117.7 179.9 17.6 179.9 156.3 16.1 323.4 4605 345.q 179*8 72*q 346q. 358.8 
SbiANT IS LONER Lt 67 SWITCH PO CHANGES 
SU 4 .0 TONS -11j 232.? %4*2 -114.0 179.9 13.8 299.9 15.3 16*1 $3.4 282.7 71.2 254-2 331z0 8±2 348.3 
SBWANT IS LO-ER kT 58 SWITCH PO CHANGES 
bu 4j 30.a TORS -171 236. 44.3 "LI.O 179.9 11.8 359.9 156.3 161 1'43-q 273.5 14*6 180.3 281.8 - I 
SHWANT IS UPPER NT 9 SAITCH PO CHANGLS 
o 44 30.. TURS -171 236.4 46.6 -l7T8 179.9 8.g 19-9 156.3 16.1 263.4 77.3 285.8 ?9'2 29*6- .352t0 I.3 
St.NT IS UPPER LT 6W 5IrCH PO CHANGES 
'0 NG TOR% -41 236.4 
SRWANT 15 LOER NT 
47.6 -15.. 379*9 6.G 179.9 
61 S61TCH PUS CHANGES 
15o.3 16.1 323.q B6-5 345.' 179'5 14.43. I27 *6 a.5 
sU 4b j.3 TONS -q1 236.4 
$.WANT IS UpPER RT 
'd.6 "10U32 179.9 4. 
6Z SWITCH POS CHANGES 
239.9 iSb3 16.1 23.4 85.1 453 2653..3e- 136.6- .35.1 
bu 46 .0 TURS q 236.4 '9.6 -IUI./ 179.9 2.2 300. 156.3 16.1 834 282.7 74.2 267.5 3301.1 .2o0*2 S0.7 
SWANT IS UPPER LT 63 SWITCH PO CHANGES 
5u 47 TUNS .qI 236.4 5.3 -9b.6 179,9 4583 60.0 156.3 16.1 203*4 274-9 314.7 88.1 330o 223-5 32q46 
bU 47 
3 0-a 
SBWANT 15 LOWER LT 
TOS -fl 236.4 
SBsANI 15 LOWER ht 
64 SWIICH POS CHANGES 
52.0 -92.8 179-9 356.4 
65 SWITLK PUS CHAGES 
120.0 156.3 16-1 263.4 77.3 285.8 85.8 29 A9 .152.. 3f9 O 
SU 4d 3t.a TORS -41 236.2 53.3 -87.1 179-9 3S2.5 2'O'0 )bo.3 16.1 23.4 bb-j 95-3 278.6 29-7 13691 35.8 





SHUTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIME LINE Page 36
 
LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES
 
VEHICLE POSITION LVLH ATTITUD. EdC ATTITUDE, TO SUN TO EARTH To TARGET

uET ALT LAT LON YAW PITCH ROLL YAVI PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH YAW PITCH TARc YAW PITCH
 
HINS N SEcS EVLNT N MI G 9
DG VEG DE DEG DOy ,LG OE DEG OE" EG DEG DEG 1O DEG OEG
 
bS 49 .1 TORS -Wj 236.2 6319 -41 179,9 3S,.6 30,o 15.3 I6-1 834 283..7.7- - 2- 280*8 435.... 
SBWANT IS UPPER LT 61 SAIICH PO CHANGES
 
5 50 t lORS -u1 237.8 54-7 -77.9 179,9 346.7 6 u*O 156-3 16,1 203.4 274.9 9
314.7 -79-7 33D- - -2244f-324.O 
SehANT IS LOnER LT 68 SWIICH PO CHANGES
 
bU So 3O.u IORS -4A 237.7 6.9 -P1.7 179,9.34-0e 120o0 16.3 
16.1 263.4 77.3 28S.8 7z5 288.-. 15845 3082
 
SBQANT IS LOWER RT 69 SWITCH PUS CHANGES
 
SO bi 3ato TOns -41 237.6 55.2 -48.J 179.9 3409 20do 156.3 16.1 234 
 bS-j .... -- 36.24503.291-t--28a --1350 

1SB.ANT IS UPPER NT 
 7U SWITCH P0T CHANGES 
hu 52 .0 TORS -4i 237.5 5b.2 -4SO 179.9 339-U 3o( 156.3 1611 03.4 282.7 74.2 293-9 33212 20116. 52,3 
SBQANT IS UPPER LT 71 SWITCH POS CHANGES

Su 53 .0 TORS -41 237.2 59 -b8.6 179.8 335.j O-O jIob3 
 161 203*4 27q.9 314.7 6j.8 333'0 225*6 323.8
 
SWANT 15 LOWER LT 72 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
5U 53 30. TORS -41 237.1 54.6 
 -tS.q 1798 G332 1209o 156,3 16.1 263,q 77.3 gSA8 59.7. 26b5 - .158, .307-2
 
S6WANT 1S LOWER RT 73 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
50 54 300 TORS 53.8 1?,2
"44 236.8 - j79-8 329"3 2q4o 156,3 16-1 23.4 85.1 q53 30404 25'4 133-8 36.2
 
SBWANT IS UPPER RT 74 SWITCH PO CHANGES
5O 56 9. TORS -41 236.6 S3.3 -46.2 179-8 327.q 30oNG 1563 1I. 834 282.7 7q2 306.S 335-4 zot.5 P3.3
 
9SBWA141 LT SWIICH PO CHANGES
IS UPPER 2 75 
 44
56 *u TORS -4i 37., S2 : - US 179.8 323-5 60-1 1S63 14, 03.4 
 27h-9 314#7 1925 3363 22619 323.9
 
Sa1 T IS LOWER LT 76 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
So S6 3o.o TONS -41 
 236.8 51.2 -37.8 179.8 321.6 120.1 1!6.3 16.1 2634 77.3 285.8 q7tS 23-1- I5Bo ao6.j

SBWANT IS LOWER RI 77 SWITCH PO CHANGES
 
SO S7 3u.11 TONS -41 236.3 49. -42.6 179.8 317.7 240.3 0,3 16.1 2344 85.1 qs-3 31.6,9 21*6 132,q 35.9
 
SRUANT IS UPPER RT 78 SWITCH PO CHANGES
4
54 51 *0 FRS -4 236.1 486 - uZ 179.8 315.8 3O0.t 15b,3 16*1 83,4 282.1 .7q.2. 3L8''L338--9 ......200,7. 6.jq
 
SECANT 15 UPPER LI 79 SAIICH PO CHANGES
 
bo 69 "U TORS "qt 235.7 46.5 -45.6 179.7 3ii9 60.1 jb6,3 16.1 20314 27N9 3047 37,9 340.6 228k3 32q.q
SBANT IS LUWtR LT eO SNITCH Po CHANGES
 
5u 59 30') TORE -41 235 S 4b44 -23.b 1797 310D*12O*1 j6,3 16.1 
263,q 77.3 285.8 3S9 1B68. -159-9 305.1
 









Table IV shows an ECI pitch of 0.50 per second over a one orbit
 
period. In this-case only 16 switch changes occur. The ECI yaw
 
and roll angles appear to vary during this simulation. The yaw-pitch­
roll sequence results in apparent changes in the yaw and roll angles;
 
yet, when taken in that sequence the resulting attitude maneuver is
 
an 
ECI pitch of 0.50 per second. Similar results are obtained in
 
Table V with 17 switch position changes for an ECI yaw of 0.50 per second.
 
Table VI shows 32 position changes for thermal conditioning with the
 
X-axis of the orbiter perpendicular to the Orbiter-sun line and a
 
barbeque rate of 0.50 per second. Tables VIII - IX show 2-4
 
switch changes for star tracking over a 60 minute period. Target 522
 
is designated as M82, target 522 is designated as M42 (Oeion) and
 
target 530 is designated as W51 (W3). The ECI inertial hold of
 
Table X resulted in 2 switch position changes and the heads down LVLH
 
earth pointing results in 3 changes in Table XI. 
 The LVLH simulation
 
of Table XII resulted in 6 position changes for at 100 minutes period.
 
And finally in Table XIII the worst case orbital angular roll rate
 
of 2' per second in seen to result in 81 changes for a 60 minute
 
period. A summary is given in Table XIV to show switch changes which
 
were encountered for each activity simulated. Also included in
 
Tables XIV are the required switch update periods which correspond
 
to a 50 worst case overlap condition inwhich the Orbiter could
 
maneuver 50 out of the limits of its preferred pattern into the
 






PARAMETER ANGULAR RATE lATTITUDE AVERAGE AVERAGE REQUIRED
 
CONSTRAINTS TIME CHANGES UPDATE
 






INERTIAL 0 ECI 15-45 2.65 50-150
 
HOLD fixed min. sec
 






STAR 0 ECI 15-30 2.67 50-100
 
TRACKING fixed min. sec.
 
EARTH 0 LVLH 30 2 100
 




ROLL 0.50 per ECI 2.9 20.7 9.7 sec.
 




ROLL 20 per 	 ECI 44.44 81 2.47 sec,
 
=




YAW 0.50 per ECI 5.3 min, 11.3 17.6 sec.
 




PITCH 0.5* per ECI 5.6 min. 10.7 18.75 sec.
 













** LAUNCH 9' per 	 N/A 15-22.5 N/A .55 sec.*
 




** ANALYTICAL RESULT-WORST CASE
 






update period used will limit the amount of switch "chatter" which
 
could occur if the look angle happens to oscillate between two
 










Mission 2 activities are discussed in Section III with each orbital
 
activity categorized and expressed as a percent of the total mission
 
time excluding launch and landing. The percentages in Table I do not
 
account for 100% of the mission as the remaining 2.5 to 6 percent is
 
not defined at this time. To assess the total number of switch
 
position changes for a mission the formula below is used.
 
NT= Ne + NaPaT 
~(1) 
Where T is the total mission time in hours excluding launch and
 
landing which is 161 hours 20 minutes and 3 seconds.
 
N is the number of switch position changes per hour for a
a 
particular activity (a = 1 to N)
 
Pa is the probability (percent total time x 100) for a
 
particular activity (a = I to N)
 
Ne is an estimate of switch position changes during launch,
 
landing and times not accounted for.
 
The estimate Ne is based on 4 switch changes per hour during
 
unaccounted for times and 34 changes during launch and landing the
 
estimate for the number of switch position changes Ne is 50 for
 
Option 1, 74 for Option 2 and 60 for Option 3. A listing of the
 
total switch changes for Mission 2, Options 1, 2 and 3 is given
 






TOTALh AVERAGE TIME J MIN. IN AVE 
NUMBER OF 
SWITCH 
BETWEEN CHANGES ORBIT UPDATE I PERIOD* UPDATE PERIOD* 
CHANGES 
OPTION 1 1466 6.8 min 2.4 sec** 22.6 sec
 
OPTION 2 1247 7.97'min 2.4 sec** 26.6 sec
 
OPTION 3 1221 8.13 min 2.4 sec** 1 27.1 sec 
*50 OVERLAP 
** BASED ON 20 PER SECOND ANGULAR RATE IN ORBIT 






position changes for Mission 2 is seen to be approximately 1300.
 




An examination of the data in Section V shows that the maximum
 
orbital angular roll rate of 20 per second will require an update
 
period of approximately 2.4 seconds without exceeding the 50
 
overlap limit. For the worst case conditions of launch and landing
 
the required update period is reduced to 0.55 seconds and 1 second
 
respectively. With an update of 2.4 seconds the associated Orbiter
 
computer will be required to make a line-of-sight look angle
 
calculation, a TDRS selection and an antenna selection
 
approximately 248,000 times during Mission 2. For an update
 
period of 1 second (worst case landing) 596,000 computer calculations
 
would be required and for a 0.55 second update period (worst case launch)
 
1,083,000 calculations would be required. Since launch and
 
landing are rather precisely defined, itis probably unreasonable
 
to specify an update based on the worst case conditions of launch
 
and landing. The use of a preprogrammed switching sequence or ground
 
commands for antenna control are recommended for this period.
 
Another factor to be considered isthat a 2' per second roll accounts
 
for only a very small part of the mission and the required update
 
period during the great majority of the activities is in the range
 
of 30-50 seconds. Thus, the possibility of a variable update period
 






be used when angular rates exceed a certain value. The variable
 




After the development and use of an extensive computer program
 
tool to simulate automatic switching of the S-Band Quad Antennas,
 
the following conclusions may be reached. A 2.4 second update
 
period should be used for S-Band Quad Antenna switching assuming
 
a fixed update rate. Ifa variable update period is found to be
 
practical, then the update period would be approximately 40 seconds
 
during most activities with a change to 2.4 seconds during activities
 
involving larger angular rates.
 
Future efforts involving the S-Band Quad Antennas should logically
 
involve a more detailed study of the associated Orbiter computer
 
interfaces and the further analysis for simulation of Missions
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FORG qAP,SAPT DATE 781274 PAGE 397 
I* COMMON/ANGLFS; YAWTAR,PTCTAR,SB2ANT(2),NCOIINT 'NEW 
7* COMMON /ALONG/ ScLoNVARR2WRTFLG 6NEW 
3* CDI .*** PROGRAM SAPT *o 
4# CDI THE SHUTTLE ATTITUOE.AND POINTING TIMELINE PROCESSnR (SAPT) IN THE 
S. CD3 BAS'C ATTIT DE AND POINTING TIMELYNE GENERATION PROGRAM FOR -
.6o CDi SHUTTLE. SAPT CAN GENERATE ATTITUDE AND POINTING rIMELINE TApLES 
7* CD0 FOR DOCUMENTATiON AND AT THE SArETIME ALSn GENERATE ATTITUDE 
so Col TAPES FOR SURSYSTEM EVALUATIONS,. THE BASIC INPUT IS IN THE FORM 
90 CDI OF ATTITUODF ANn POINTING DESCRIPTOR CARDS DFFINING THE NAME nF 





AND POINTING REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EYENT. THE PROGRAM REQUIREC 
A TRAJECTORY TAPE MOUNTED ON UNIT F, AN EPWEMERIS TAPE MOUNTFD ON C4 
13. CDi UNIT K, AND.A ECF TAPE INCLUDING qAPT. IF AN ATTITUDE TAPE I ALSO 
114 CDJ TO BE GENEPATEn. A SAVE TAPE MUST BE MOUNTFO ON THE TAPE UNIT 
Is. Col DEFINED BY rTArE. THE FIRST INPUT CARD AFTFp THE rOT CARD mURT BE 
16 CDI A BASE CARD GIVING THE RASE DATE TO MEASURE..G.E.T. FROM AND THE 
17* CDlI TAPE UNIT AiD RINTINTERVAL IF A ATTITUDE TAPE Iq TO BE GENERATED C 
18* CD) THERE IS ALSO pN INPUT FLAG WHICH OEFINF5 A TAPE UlNIT TO WRITE A 
190 CDj DESCRIPTOR IIMrLINE. AFTER THE BASE CARD, THE ATTTTUDE AND PoINT- C 
200 CDI ING DESCRIPTOR CARDS FOLLOW. THERF MAY BE Ijp To '4CARDS REQUIRED 
21* CD! To DEFINE EACHFVENT. THE FIRST, CARD IN EActf EVENT SET IS THF 
22* Co EVENT NAME LAR . UP TO 4 LINES OF EVENT DESCRIPTION CAN BE.DFEINED 
23. Col WITH I CHAPACTER5 TO EACH LINE. THE NEXT CARD ISTHE ATTITUDE 
24* CD! REQUIREMENT5 CARD GIVING THE EVENT TIME AND ATTITyDE ONLY REr3UIR­
25* CDI MENTS. IF THERE ARE NO POINTING REQUIREMENTS. THIQ IS THE LAsT 
26. CDI CARD OF THE SET. IF THERE ARE POINTING REQUIREMENTS. I OR 2 MORE 
?70 CDI CARDS ARE REQUtRED DEPENDING ON THE NUMBER OF POINTING REQOIeE­
28* CDI MENTS, EVENT SrTS SHOULD BE STACKEP IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER. THE i 
29* CDI LAST CARD OF ThE DECK IS LABELED .FND CARD. STARTING IN CC I'. 
3no CD) THE INPUT PARAMETER DEFINITIONS FOR THE BAqF CARD ARE GIVEN AFLOW. 






0 FOR.G qAPT.SAPT DATE 7R1274 pAGE 398 
32. CDi 'CARDIN' 
330 C02 BASE CARD DEFINITIONS -
34. CD2 NBASYR.NBASmT'NBASDV,NBASHRNPASM.BASSEC 
35. Co? - BAqE a.H.T, THAT G.E T. IS MEASIJRED FROM (NOMINALLY THE 
360 CD2 LAI)NC1 G.MT 





WRyTTEN. IF ZERO, NO TAPE IS REOUIRED. _ 







FORMAT TAPE. (MINUTES) 
- UNIT -N WHICH THE INPUT ATTITUDE oFSCRIPOR FILE WIlL BE 
4pe CD2 MnIINTrD. IF ZERO, ALL INPUT WILL BE MANUAL. 
430 CD2 IUWRT - UNIT ON WHICH THE REVISEO ATTITUDE DESCRIPTOR FILE IS TO 
'4. CD2 BE WRITTEN. IF ZERO, No TAPE IS TO BE WRITTEN. 
4S. CD2 IHRST.MINSTSEfST 
46. CD2 - GET TO START ATTITUDE TINELINE IF A DESCRIPTOR FILE HAS 
47. CD2 BEFN.pROVIDEO. IF NOT INPUT, THE START OpTHE DESCRIPTCR 
48* Cu2 FIgE, OR THE FIRST MANUAL INPUT, WHICHEVER IS EARLIFR. 
49. C02 WILL E USED. 
So. CD2 IHREND.MINEk'D;cECEN 
S1. CD2 - GET Ti END ATTITUDE TIMELINE IF A DESCRI;TOR FILE HIS 
52. CD? BErNYROVIDED. IF NOT INPUT I THE EO OF THE DESCRITOR 
S3* C02 FIgE. OR THE LAST HANUAL INPUT. WHICHEVER IS LATER, 
5q. CD2 WILL nE USED. 
55 C 
56- INTEGER AITqYSALIGN 
S?7 REAL IANGI2IAN42.IANG2 22. .AG2 
So. DOUBLE PRECISION BASEJDaASTINTGFTGMT.GMTP 
59. DOUBLE PREcISIrN GMTNXTTSHCALITNEXTTIMTAR 
6D. DOUBLE PRECTSIAN XIHUOPYIMUDP,7IUDPRKMDPI3),VKNDP(3),DV(31 
61. DOUBLE PRECISION GET 
62* DOUBLE PRECSIoN RSUNDP(3) 
63. REAL LIFTKG;ISPSEC 
64. REAL KXKY.,ZImUZMiNTIM 
6S. DIMENSION OIMMAT(IG),R(3),V(31)RSIN(3I VSUtU3)RMgON(3),VMOOm(3I 
66. DIMENSION TARGFT(3)TDVFCI3),ATTLVI3;3).ATTI(3 3) SUNVEC(31; 
67. * PB(3),COEVEC(I ,ATTECII3.31 
6A. DIMENSION RhH( .,yKM3).RKMU(3).RSUNU(3I 
69. DIMENSION ATTSO(3.3t 
7Q. DIMES N SiAR(1M),RSUNKN(3) 
71. COMMON/BASDT/ PASEJlBASTIHNBASYR.NBASMTNRASDYMRASHRNBASN. 
77. * BASSEC I­
73. COMMON/ATPCOM/ GHTPATTP(3,31 
7q. CONMON/IERRCH/ lERR. 





7 8. • HOLD;XGAT FY ATF ZRAT F PTFLG AI G N NSINTiD IANGIIANG? N 
79. . ITYPEI IDErItVAAR2 VAR3 IRGIVAR ;IfN2 .AMGI ,IANG2 
80e * ITYPE?.IDFF ,ARI2.VAR2.VAR32,ITARG2,VAR4Z . 
81. COMMONTVCA ITARGALPHAT.BETATWVEC(3)'.ALPHAC,8WTACAT, 
8Fp * TLONTLAT.ITYPE.IDEF 
83. CMMON/EVNCqM/NEVENT(12).NAMTAR 
84. COMMON / REVyT / REV 
85- C REV - REV NIIMnrR OF.VEHICLE FROU START OF MISSION 
86. COMMON /TRJCJV /A,E.DINCtARGPER.ASCNODAMOmEAN.TUEAN.PERIOn 
87* 
8R. 
DATA RTD/GT:29Q779S/ ,SEPHR/3600 .1/" 
DATA DUMMAT,/ is.. no /IINTIM / -i.0 / 
s9. DATA ITkPE / I / 
SAPT PROGRAM(CONTINUED) 
1.2-DN-B0203-001 
FORG APT,SAPT DATE T81274 PAGE 399 Page 48 





DATA NCARD ; 6 / 
EGRAVC - GRAyITATIONAL CONSTANT OF THE EARTH I KM..3 / SEC.i 1 
DATA EGRAVC / '98.60J29999 / 
94. C DV - SENSED VEtOCITY CHANGE OVER TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN PRESENT 
9S. C AND PRFVIrUS RECORD 
96# DATA DV / O:.0 0,OOD.0.0O0 
97. DATA SPARE /.14 * 0.0 / 
98. DATA NUMENT,?/ 
99. ORR - I *NEW 
too- WRTFLG * O.n *NEW 
107. SBOANT I) .. 0., 
-NEW 
In. PRTFLG -.­
l03- LIFTKG * 
lq0 DYNPR = 0.0. 
lOSe DRAGKG - 9 
106. WGTKG . 0,0 




ISPSEC.= 0. , 
CALL INTHSG.19. O) 




112- READ16,92O NBASYR.N8ASMTNBASDyi.BASHR.NRASMN8BA 5EC 
113. * ITAPE.GHTIWT,,UREA, IUWRT IHRSTHINSTSECST.IHREND.MINEND:SFCEND 
114. ..,IASTP . . - .. 
11$. 910 FORMAT(IX.j,4r IX,17),IXFS.2,iXt.lr X.P6.n.2(IX,j2), 








CALL DATEC N S .... 
CO"Cia 
121. GETST * IHR5T NINST/60. + SECST/369O.0 , 
122- GETEND • IHRENn + MINEND/60.D *.SECEND/36nO 
123. IFtGETEND .LE. GETSTi GCTEND * 200.6 
124. CALL INPROC(IU;EADGETSTIGETENDNtMENT) 
126. IOn CONTINUE -
126. C THE CALL TO GETIEC OBTAINS THE FIRST EVENT SET 
127- C 
12E. CALL GETDES(IUhEADISTOPI 
129. C 
130- CALL CROFIL(C) 
131. 
132. 
IF(ISTOP .Gi. "I GO TO 3EO 
IFfIERR .GT. O STOP 
133- 120 CONTINUE 
134. JPCARD . I 
135- TGET - IHR . M./6 0 SECS/3t00 
136. GMT * TGET , 8ASTIM 
137. 150 CONTINUE 




TIMTAP . GM; - BAITIM 
CALL TIMEC ITIMTAPIDTIHT,IMTST 




IF(IHRN .GT. 2, *AND. (IDAYN - TOCALLI sEQ. I) IDrALL - IDCALLI . 
144. 
145. 
[FfIDAYN - IDrALL) *GE. 9 *AND. IOAYN - ICALL) *LT.2) GO TO 20n 
IDCALL - IDpYN 
C 
246. IF(IHRN *LT. 2t IOCALL . IDAYH 
lq7* CALL INITALIDCALL.ISTOP) SAPT PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
g FORG qAPTSAPT DATF 181274 PAGE 
1.2-DN-80203-a0Page 49 
q0 
Iq. IF(ISTOP GT. A) STOP 
149. 200 CONTINUE 
ISO. IF(ALIGJ *NP. .1 GO TO 220 
157I CALL CROFIL123, 
1520 CALL ATTOEFIGHT.ATTPI 
153. GTp - GMT 
154. CALL CROFIL(I) 
550 
156e 
220 CONTINUE , N A 
IF (ATTSYS .EQ. NBLANK) ISLARK - I 
157* IF(ATTSYS *FQ. NBLANK) CALL CPDFIL(2) 




IF(ATTSYS .JE. NBLANK) GO TO 225 
1610 00DO73? . 
167, Do 223 J-1.1 
163. ATTICI,J) = ATtECI(IJ) 
164. 223 CONTINUE 
165 CALL EULER(ATTT,*VMSANGI ,ANG?;ANGI.ATTEC) 
366- 225 CONTINUE 
1670 CALL NADIRIMT.SCLON.GDLATALT) 
1680 IFCIPTFLG ,FQ. 0) Go TO 250 
169- CALL FILTVC(I). 
179* IFIATTSYS. n.N-LANK) CALL CRDFILCI; 





174. 250 CONTINUE 
175. ITYPE t1 
176* IOEF - 8 
177. CALL TARVEgfGCMTNEWVEL.SUNVECTOVEC) 
178- CALL BPCR(I.AT1 ECI SUNV.CpBP) 
179e CALL YWPTCH 7,vAWSUNPTCSUNPB) 
18n ITYPE - I 
182 . IDEF = 
182. CALL TARVE~gGMwNEWVELCOEVECTDVFCI 




CALL YWPTCNLZ, AWCCEPTCCOEPBI 
CALL ACPSI.(?2,2? I.3.3.1MUNUM.IMUNIJHNGMTGMT.ATTEC;JTDVEC. 
* OMG.0..O~nOo ,yRATE,7RATE,IRATE,ATTLV.YOFV ,ZOF. xOFF$ 
187. ZLVLH - 70FrpRTD 
lop. YLVLH - YOFF*R;D 
l89* XLVLH . X FE*Ri7 .­
190. IF(ILVLH .IT. -0.P5I ZLVLH - 360.o * ZLVLH 
191. IF(YLVLH pL;. -0.AS) YLVLH - 36A.. - YLVLH 
192-
193* 
IF(XLVLH eLT. .O.O5) XLVLH . 360.0 + XLVLH 
IF:IHOLD .NF, I GCOTO 260 
194* CALL ZLVDOTS7.YLVLHIYLVLHZLVLH.XRATEYRATFVZRATE 
195* XRATE = XRATE*fSECPHR/RTOD ;A 
196- YRATE - YRATE.,SECPHR/RTD I 
197. 
198. 
ZRATE = ZRATE.,SECPHR/RTO) 
260 CONTINUE 
m 
199- IF(IMINUM *FO 0) INUNUMNI 
200* 201* M.3 IF(IASTP* .I)No2 
-
207- CALL ACPCI,:2;q.,3,M,?M3UNUH,JMUNIJMTGHTG0T.ATTErI.TDVEC. 
203. * OMG.O.nlf.,O.YRATE,7RATEXRATFATTI YOFF,ZOFF.XOFF) 
204. ZIU = ZOFF.T 0 
205* YIJU * YOFFRTn SAPT PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
1.2-DN-80203-OO1Page 50 
FOR.G APTSAPY DATE I127R PAGE qo 
206* XIMU - XOFPFRTo, 
207: IFZIMU .LT .0 ZIMU - 360 ; ZIMU 
208' IF(yIU LT. n.O) YIMU . 360.0 t YIMU 
209- IP(XIMU *LT. -n.osl XIMU * 360. , XIMU 
210. YAWTAR - YA*TAk*RTD 
211. PTCTAR - PTrTAa*RTD 
217. YAWSUN - YAWSUM*RTD 
2t3. PTCSLIN = PTCSUNpRTD 
















DO 280 1 .q 
DO 780 J l'. , 





NE. NBLANKI NUMCOM 1 B
223* CALL TRAJCI (GMTRVJERR) 
224. 
Z25. 
IF (JERR *GT. n) 
RHAG - VECOGfRj 
STOP 
1-d 
226* IF (ITAPE, .Q. 0) GO TO 288 
227. RECFLG . 1.7 
228* C RECFLG LAST RrCORD IN FILE FLAG. iF LESS THAN O.n THIS IMPLES 
229. 
230 C C PRTFLG- LAST R CORD IN FILE FLAG IMDICATING.TYPE OF PRINT POINT 
231- CALL GMTCAt (GMT.NBASYRYEAR.GMONT4.GD*Y.GHP.GNIN.GSEC 1 0 
232. C SUBROUTINE r.TrAL WILL COMPUTE GRFENWICH MEAN TI4 IN YEAR: 
233. C MONTHDAYHIIR.MINUTES& AND SECONDS FROM THE BEGINNING OF THr 
23q. C BASE YEAR (NBAuYR). 
235.236. C GETGET : GMT - BA TtH- TIME 7N wOURS FROM LAUNCH 
237* O n 'a1 J * .3 
23s. RKMfJ) = R13 * 6378.16 
239* C RKH - VEHICIE oAOIU VECTOR (ECJ) IN KM 
240. VKM(J) - VIJl . (378.16 / 3600.0 A 
241. C VKN - VEHICiE vELOCITY VECTOR IECI).IN K~qFC 
2q2. RSUNDPIJ) - O~j.EIRSUN(J)) * 6375.760DO 
243. RSUNKM(JI . SNnL(RSUNDPJ) I 
24 4 C RSUNKM - SUtn VrCTOR IN KM (ECII 
24S 281 CONTINUE 
2q6* DO 2S =1l. I 
247- RKHDP(I) a DBLF (RKMII) I 





= OBLP IVKN(I) I 
VEHICIE VELOCITY VECTOR IDOUBLE PRFCISIOW) 
251. 785 CONTINUE 
252* XIHUDP = DRiE IXINU) / 57.29577Q5n6 
253 YIMUDP . CalE *YIMUI / 57.2957790on 
254 ZIMUDP - 0BE IZIMUM / 57.29S779n­
25S* C YII4uDP.ZIHtjn.YIMUDP- PITCH. YAW, AND ROLL GIMBAL ANGLES IRA IANSI 
256. C WITH RESPECT TO INPUT RFFSMMAT 
257. RMAGKM VFCMG(RK% 






- VEHICLE UNIT RADIUS VECTOR (ECUl 
261.267. C DECGCNDECGCN * A5IN (RKMU(3))- VEIICE4 GEOCENTRIC DECLINATION (RAnIANS) 
263. RASGCN ATAN? (RKMU(2),RKMUCI) I 
SAPT PROGRAM CCONITNUED 
1.2-DN-B0203-0O1 
FOR.G SAPTSAPT DATE l~i274 
PAGE '42 Page 51 
264. C RASGCN - VEHIC;'E GEOCENTRIC RIGHT ASCENSION (RADIANS) 
265. VMAGKM * VECMGVKM) 
266 C VMAGKM - VEwICiE INFRTIAL VELOpITy VECTOR MAGNITUIE (KM/SEC) 
267* VALTK S ALT - (6378.16 / 3q43.93nA8S51 
268. C VALTKM - VEHICtE ALTITUDE ABOVE OPLATE EARTH (KM) 
269# VEHGOL * GDIAT / RTD 
279. C VEHGDL - VEHICLE GEODETIC LATITUDE (RADIANS) 
271. VEHLON SCI ON,, RTO 
2770 C VEHLON - VEHICLE LONGITUDE (RADIANS) 
273' CALL FAZ fGMr ,GAMI,PSjIIVELREL.GACMREL.PSIREL.GRS 
274. C GAMI - INERTIAl FLIGHT PATH ANGLE (RAOIANS) 
275. C P$II - INER!IAL AZIMUTH (RADIANS) 
276. C VELREL . REIAT!VE VELOCITY VECTOR MAGNITUDE (KH;SrC) 
277. C GAMPEL - RElATiVE FLIGHT PATH ANGIE (RADIANS) 
278. C PSIREL - RELATIVE AZIMUTH (RADIANS) 
279. C GRAS - RIGHT ASCENSION oF GREENWICH (RADIANS) 
28P. AKM A * I I.o / 3280.33 
281* C AKH SEHIMAJOo AXIS (KH) 
282* C E - ECCENTRCI1 Y 
283. RADINC DINC I RTD 
284. C RADINC - INCLINATION TO ORBITAL PLANE (RADIANS) 
285 ASCNR = ASCOD / RTD -
286. C ASCNR - RIGHT ISCENSION OF ASCENDING NODE (RADIAN) 
287. ARGPR a ARGPER / RTO 
288. C ARGPR - ARGUMEVT OF PERIGEE (RADIANS) 
289. C TRUEAN - TRUE ANOMALY (RADIANS) 
29D. C PERIOD OR9ITaL PERIOD (SECONDS) 
291* C SHADOW u 1.2 EEHICLE IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT 
2926 C .- I., VEHICLE IN DARKNESS 
293. SHADOW I." 
294. CALL UNVEC IRSIUNRSJNU) 
2950 COSANG - DOT (IHURSUNU) 
296* IF I ABS(CCqANA .GE. 1.O) COSANG SIGp.j4i.OCOS;NG, 
297. IF I ACOS(COSAUiGI *GE. ( BO.0 - ASIN(i.n' RHAG)) I SHADOW * -1.0 
29S* C ATTECI - DIRECTION COSINES OF THE X.Y, AND.7 BODY AXES WITH 
299. C RES.ECT TO THEEcI COORDINATE SYSTEM 
300e CALL AC 
P (1,2,z.45,3.3,IMHUU$IMIPIUM.G T.GMTOATTrCI.TDVEC. 
3016 * OMG,0. O. ne O Oen~nATTSR.ALSR.RT ,GMSR 1 
302. t ALSR - PITCH FpOM SOLAR REFEREMCESYSTEM (7YX EULFRI 
303. C BTSR - YAW FROM SOLAR REFERENCE SYSTEM (7YY EULER, 
30 C GMSR - POLL FRoM SOIAR REFERENCE SYSTEM (ZYx EULER) 
305. YLVLHR * YLvLH / RIO 
306* C YLVLHR - VERICE PITCH ANGLE FROM LOCAL VERTICAL ;N RADIANS. 
307. C (7YX PULER) YAW-PITCH SEOUENCE 
308* ZLVLHR ZL'LH,/ RTD 
309* C ZLVLHR - VEEICIE YAW ANGLE FROM LOCAL VERTICAL N RADIANS. 
310 C (7yX CULER) YAW-PITCH SEDUENCE 
31l* XLVLHR = XLVLH,/ RTD -
312. C XLVLHR - VE.HIC)E ROLL ANGLE FROM LOCAL VERTICAL iN RADIANS4 
313* C (7YX rULER) YAW-PITCH SEOUENCE 
314* PTSUNR = PTCSUN / RTO 
31S. C PTSUNR - LOOK ANGLE THETA FROM VEHICLE TO qUN (YAA.PITCH SEQBIENCE, 
316* YWSUNR = YAWSULI / RTD 
317* C YWSUNP LOOK ANGLE PHI FROM VEHICLE To SUN (YAW- ITCH SEQUENCE) 
318. 
319. C 
PTCOER PTrCOE / RTO 
PTCOER - LOnK ANGLE THETA FROM VEHICLE TO CFNTER OF EARTH. 
320. 
321* C 
YWCOER = YAWCOF / RTD 
YWCOER - .OK ;NGLE PHI FROM VEHICLE TO CENTER OF EARTH. 
SAPT PROGRAM (CONTINUED) 
n FORG APT S'APT 
DATE -. [274 PAGE 
1.2-DN-B0203-001Page 52403 
322. C SPARE - MATRIX FOR SPARE WORDS TO BE RESERVEo FOR FUTURE USE 
323. C 
3241 C THE ATTITUDE TAPE RECORDS ARE WRITTEN BELOW 
325-6. C WRITE (A RECFLG.PRTFIr,,YEAR.GMOMTH.GDAY* 
3270 
3 2 7 e R EH (ITAPI 'REi:3L . H , I , G SSIIC, E T : ( RK M P [I , I =I;3 1 : I V K MD p ( i l . I ,1)'.(DV ( I ) .I . 3 
3280 . YI UOPZIMIJCP.XIMUDPsRMAGKMDOCGcN*RASGCN.VMAGK.GAIPSi!i 
329 -* VALTKM.VEHwOL.VEHLON'VELREL.GAMREL.PSI!ELARASRFVAKHtE.RAPINC 
330. . ASCNR.gRGpj:TUEAN PERjODo NP ,DRAGKGLIiTKG; WGTKg.T K I SEC. 
33i. 
332* 
* EGRAVC.SHAICWI(AITECI Ii)*J-l .31s(ATTECIIPJi.J*!.3). 
* IATTECI (3..I.J-I .3)1YLvLHR ZLVLHRtLVLR.ALSRBT5R GM$R.PTSIINR 
333* * YWSUNRPTCnER.YWCOERCRSUNKM([I) tp3)145PAREII).I,'l14I 
3314 288 CONTINUE 
335* C 
336* IF !JPCARD .EQ. I) GO TO 290 
337. NUHCOM . I 
338 290 CONTINUE 
339. IFI(NUHLIN, NIICOMI *LE. NAXLIN) Go TO 301 
3qQ. WRITE(6,959j . . 
341* 950 FORMATI.3Hl X .OSHUTTLE ATTITUDE AND POINTING TIM, LINE-// 
342*343. * qOX.'LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES LOOK ANGLES'/- 3qX.VEHICIE cOSiTION . LVLH ATTITUDE!"7X:.EC iTTITUDE,6y, 
34 e3'45. * Tn SUN'.,yT0 EARTHIOX.'T 0 TARGET/ ,!rET1.* 2SX.-ALT..,X..LAT..qX.tLON!4X.OYAW PITCH ROLL YAW PITCH *: 
346* * :RQLL YAW eITCH YAW PITC TARG YAW PITCp'/ 
347*3180 . TX.'HRS MN* 3X4'OEG 




3Eri. NURLIN a 7 
3SI. 300 CONTINUE -
352* VARR2 . VAR7 
-NEW 0 
353* c THE ATTITUOF AND ;OINTING TABLE IS WRITTEN BELOW. 
3S41* C ''.c 




IFIIeTFL *,Q.,Ol) WRITE(6.9601 IHTIHT.5T.(MEVENTIJ).J*I.3). 
. ALT.GDLAT .CLgN.ZLVLHYLVLHXLVLH.ZIMUYIMUXIMU.YAWSUN. 
* PTCSUN,YAWCCEPTCCQE 
- ,. 
3S9* 960 FORMAT( . ,I?.IXI F4.IX.6I 
360* * 2(IX,3(IX.r6.g)I,211iX,:X.F Ili) 
361 CALL TORSIFIORj) $NEW 
362* IFfWRTFLG) 106.303.303 *NEW 
3630 303 CALL SWITCH aNEW 
364# IF(SBOANT(2, - SBOANT(II) 301,306101 *NEW 
36s. 301 NCOUNT = NCUNT . I *NEW 
3660 GOT0302 *NEW 








37n 302 IFIIPTFLG .NE. i) WRITEI6,970) IHT.IMT:ST.(NEVENTJ).J'i,3); :NEW 
37). . ALT GDLAT qCLnNZLVLHYLVL4,XLVLH;ZIMU ,YIM XIHU3YAWSUN, .- I 
377.373 * PTC5UNYAWCO .PTCCPE.NAMTA?.YAWTAR,PTITAI-----­9770 FOROAT(IX-I l't 2*, F4;;,IX.3(AAI.2IIXF '.|I IX F6.1, 
37q. 
375. 




376- 306 CONTINUE ..- I 





0 OR.G sAP,SAPT DATE TAi127 pAGE OPage 53 
380' CALL TDRSIFIORQ) *NEW 
381' IF(WRTFLG) ,06:307,307 #NEW 




308 NC[INT = NCOJNy + I 
30306308 'NEW 
*NEW 
385. GOT0309 'NEW 
386. 311 CALL SWVRNT 'NEW 




309 Ip(IPTFLG .NE' OIWRITEI6,960) IHT,,T.ST.NCAR.NCAp.NCARD.T . L ]X N C R ° N ~p D C A 
-NEW 
-NEW... I 
390W *ALTGDLATSrLO",ZLVLH ,YLVLH XLVLHTIMU',YIMI.XIU ,vAWSUN'. 
391. *PTCSUNYA4COE,oTCCCE,NANTARYAWTAR.PTCTAR 
392- GOT0311 -NEW 
393. 306 CONTINUE 
394' IFINUCOM.. .. 1 GO TO 3SO 
3950 
396. 
DO 320 JZ2.NUMrOM 
iJ (J-l1-3 







401e 380 CONTINUE 
402. GETWRT - IH. . MNfAO.0 - SECS,36n.f* 




IF(IIWRT .Gi. I, WRITE(IUWRTI GETWRT.ATTSYS;IMUNU.IVMS. 
40,6 * ANGI ,ANG2AMGIHOD,XRATEYR!TE, ATEJPTFLGbLiGN,INSTpD
, 








4II0 NUNLIN - NUMLIN + NUNCOM 
417 IF (:GTINT ,GT, J.E 4) GO TO 400 
413 IF (IBLANK .NE. 3) CALL CRDFIL(3) 
414. IBLANK - 0 
415. IF(IERR 49. 0} GO TO 160 
416' IPIIUWRT .GT. o) ENDFILE IUWRT 
417. STOP 
418- qOO CONTINUE 
419' GMT - GMT + GMTINT/60.O00 
420. IF (JPCARD '.S. 0) GO To qSo 
421. 
422* 
CALL CRDFIL) I", 
IF (ATTSYS .NE, NBLANK I CALL CRDFILI33 
423. C TIlE CALL TO GETDEC OeTAINS THE NEXT EVENT SET 
q2q" C 
q2s. CALL GET0EqIJU;EADiSTOP) 
426. C 
q27' IF fITAPE .T. V AND. IERR *LT. n) RECFLG *. 
428. IF(RECFLG *IT*,q.WnITE(ITAPE) RECFLGOPRTFLGYEAR.GMONTHoGQAy± 
q29. .GHRGMIN.GSFCtr.ET.IRKMDP(I),I";33)3IvKMOP1,1-i .l.(.V[11Ii.3) 
430. YINUDPEINIIDP IMUPRAGKNDECGCNRASGCN:VMAGKH:GAMI ;PEjI, 
432.432. VALTK-VE COL.VENLONVELREL.GA REL.PSIREL.GRASRFVAKM E.RAq1NC..ASCNRARGpo.TPUEAN P RIOD.PYNPR nRAGKG LFTKG, GTKG,THRKl;.I P EC. 
433. - EGRAVCtSHADOWA(AITECI(I.jI'J1J 31,(IATTECII?,J)bJ.I.3)­
q3N. 
'3S. 
. (ATTECI(3., ih I.3),YLVLHR.ZLVLHRXLVLHR.LSRBTSR.GMSR.PTSIINR. 
. YWSUNR.PTCnER.YWCOERt(RSUNKMIJ)o,1 t,3lSpARE(I.1.11,14) ' 
'36. IF (IECFLG .LT, 0.)FNDFILE ITAPE 
437. IF (IERR NF. , I STOP 
SAPT PROGRAM (CONTINUEr) 
I.2-DN-B0203-OO1 
FOR,G qAP;,SAPT DATE tR1274 PAGE qO5 
Page 54 
'38s CALL CROFILti) 
q390 JPCARO a 0 
qqoeQ 
q44; 
TNEXT . IHR + mN/6O + SECS/3600 
GMTNXT - TNFXT + BASTIM 
'420 450 CONTINUE 
49434 IF ( (GMTNXT-GMT) OLE. i.E-5 ) CALL CRDFIL(S 
444. IF ( (GMTNXT-GmT) -LEO I.E-S I GO TO 120 
445. ATTSYS = NRANv 
414 ALIN 0 
-
'447* IF IERR .Eo. n) GO TO tSO 
1980, STOP 
q49 END 
















2' COMMON/ANGLFS/ .YAVJTAR.PTCTARiSBOANT(2? *NCOUNT
 
30 IF(PTCTAR .FG. E)7PTCTARS360.
 
4 IF(PTCTAR AT. n *AND. PTCTAR *LE. 20 ) GOTOI.O
 
IF(PTCTAR n%*Tot 2AND. rTcTAR *LE. 380) GOT020
 
6' IF(PTCTAR .rT. 18q *AND. PTCTAR .LE. 27m) cOT030 
7* IF(PTCTAR ntTs 27n *AND: PTCTAR *tE. 36n) GoT040 
8* 10 IF(180. - YAWT-R) 17,1I.1S 
9* 15 SBOANT(2) = 1.1 
too GOTOIDO
 




13. 2o IF(80, - YAWTaR) IS,17,17 
114. 30 IF(180. - YAWTAR) 37,35,35
 
IS. 35 SBQANT(2) = 4., 
160 GOTOIO0 
17. 37- SBQANT(21 = 3., 
Is* GOTQIOO 
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1* SUBROUTINE TDRcIF(ORR)
 
7. COMMON /ALONG/ SCLONVARR29WRTFLG
 
3. IF(ORR *EQ. ,,1_GOTO35
 
4* IF(ORR .EQ._,2)_GOTO40 
so IF(ORR .EO. 0) GOTOq8
 
6* 35 VARR2 = -'4.0
 
7* IF(VARR2 ipf .141.O) GOTO6
 
8* q8 VARR2 = -41.0
 
9* ORR = ORR + 2
 
IO* GOTOSO 
II 40 VARR2 = -171*l 
12* ORR = ORR - 2 
13* GOTOSO 
1 (4o 6 ORR = ORR.+ I -




*ANP. VARR2 *GT. -172. WRTFLa=.-I.
17 10 IFCVARR2 *LT. .17n. 
Is* IF(VARR2 .LT. '14M. *AND. VARR2 *GT. -427) WRTFLG , 1. 
19* GOT03O , ­
= -I.200 20 IF(VARR2 L T .- o± .AND. VARR2.GT. -q7-) wRTFLG 

-172.) WRTFLG = 1.






















40 GO TO(I0,20,3Q.4f)IANT 
SoIi0 PRINT 1i, NCOUNT 
6# 11 FORMAT(1'4X..SBnANT IS UPPER RT,.5X;15,9 SWITCH POC CHANGES,) 
7* GOTOSO ­
8 20 PRINT 2!, NCOU.T 
94 21 FORMAT(IqX.,SBrANT ISUPPER LT,.Sw,1S,9 SWTTCH POc CHANGES,) 
In* GOTOSO 
II. 30 PRINT 31, NOUKT
 




10 qo PRINT 41. NCOUNT
 
















.	 _ASG ==V05655 .... 
.SG r,=V04866 
TRffl F,S,K'
I S _________ --
IN S 
oT 5APTP 
.. .19$,S 12 01_ LL&__5_ __,5_ 
TX'S -41 
50 00 0"_._0 LVLH 1 3ZI 0.0 0.0 0-0 .50 
2 EXT;, ".0 147.5 G GRDTGT 5.61074 -41.0 0.0 
... . .. - ,w.L z.1 7 1__ ... . . .... ......... 
50 	 0 .0 1 321 




.,X_____ A)O 	 ---­
........I A _. LA2 	 3__
 
Z SEKT->I 0.) 147.5 GRTGT'5.61074 -41.0 0.0 
.. ] .:-S _7L -... .- --- ­
50 c 31.0 1 321 
T,3s -41
 
-5. 1 1 .0 ..... 1321.___h   . ... .....
 




50 	 1 .0 1 321 
2 5E,. 0 141.5 G GkDTST 5.61374 -171.00.0 -
T1i "Z -41 
5o 1 30.0 1 321 -. 
A SrTA"-M 0.0 147.5 G GRDTGT 5.61074 -41.0 0.0 
r:ps -171 
53 	 1 3).o 1 321 




-- -- - 50 . 7_. * 0_.. . _1:. 3_2 I . ... . _ 	 - ­
2 cxrp4 0.0 147.5 G GRDTGT 5.61074 -41.0 0.0 
... .....-. ,,--- :171 - ­
53 	 2 .0 1 321 
TY", -41 
.0 . _ 3 . 0 - 1 32 1 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 
-. s:<r:4 0.0 147.5 G GROTGT j.61074 -41.0 0.0 
T_1,5 - _[31 . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 
5I 2 30.--'i i 3i1 
st I. ~~­
-P -'--i -I ---- - - ­s ~~~-,l I- IVT1 21- -----­
2 \' 1)-.0  147.5 G GROTGT 5.6107t -41.J '.0
 
rat- - LY1 - . . . . . . . .. . . ..-..
 
53 .0 1 321
 
- --.. "- 0 -0 G~415-1(
G~IL5t,t1.3Y4Lan-------------
I Q' -41 
,Y '9.9 	 61 GROTGT 5.6107-t"- .i 3.0,51, 147.1 

.f' "t 1 . l'Z . ...
 
AZ'RCI /I71	 71 
2 . -,,, t - 0_,--. - .14T.5 G %S T-,05.Q -3L-L.M 0O------- ... .... 




ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
 
-. ----- - .. - -- - .1.-.------W0200---- .... 
.- .Page 63 
50 4 - .U 1 321 1 
Z-S'qI 1 J * -­ 1,4-7 -5 LRllILKflCAGHi A 0 
rU-k -171 
2 S- (rNN 0.0 147.5 G GROTGT 5.61374 -1.71..J 0.0 
5r f, 33.0 1 321 1 
_ETA I AL (1 -- iltt-G.r-- RD.I --. I,h- " '9 ........ 
T;VRS -1 71 
....0 - _2,9-,,_2_ ..... /--32/.L - -­
2 SZXTAN 0.0 147.5 G GROTGT 5.61374 -171.0 0.0 
.. . .T-- --.­41...... __ _ _ __ _ __ _ 
50 5 .0 1 321 1 





.- .JJR. 0.0 147.5 G GROTGT 5.61374 - l.-.. .. .. . . .. . .. -171.0 0.0 
50 5 30.0 1 321 1 
-- Z2tf- Ua A4L5--a GLD-TClTG5602 4 -0 -o-f ----
T016S -171 
.... 0 _ 0. .. .il 3_i _ ....... ... 
2 3ErAN .0 147.5 G GPOTOT 5.61374 -171.0 0.0 
5) 6 .0 1 321 1 
2 SF I/$,,- 0 
T-'S -171 
. 0l - -. GRDIGT5, O_1. _-I _ L-. .-.. . . 
..... &0_ U_L . _L_1__5 / .... ..-.... .. .. .. -. . 
SFXA, 0.O 147.5 G GRYTGT 5.61374 -[71.0 0.0 
5) 5 30.0 1 321 
ak$EX..... _ .0.... .&7._5__j__auTDG .fl3ff? z4ia ___A. - . . ..... £ . 
TL":, - 71 
2 T-\ 0.) 147.5 G GRDTGT 5.61374 -171.0 0.0 
RUN DECK FOR SAPT/SWITCH/SWPRNT/TDRSIF
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